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PREFACE

The material in this book was assembled to support a series of lectures to be

given by the authors in Europe in June 1965, under the sponsorship of the Advisory

Group for Aerospace Research and Development, an agency of NATO.

The general subject of Space Vehicle Control Systems is the subject of dis-

cussion with particular application to the present Manned Lunar Landing Program. The

man-machine interaction along with requirements of the mission are first described.

These mission requirements in terms of specific hardware along with the performance

requirements and underlying reasons for choice are next explained. Lastly, the

theoretical background, the system analysis and the derivation of the control functions

to integrate the hardware into a precision guidance, navigation and control system are

discussed. The book is organized into seven sections following the pattern of the

lecture s.

Section I provides historical background to the fundamental problems of guid-

ance and navigation. The basic physical phenomenon and associated instrument

techniques are discussed.

Section II continues with background information going more specifically into

the problems and approach of the guidance, navigation and control of the Apollo manned

lunar landing mission. This section illustrates some of the basic philosophy and

approaches to the Apollo tasks, such as the success enhancing decision to provide

equipment that will perform all necessary operations on-board and using all ground based

help when available.

Section III concerns in detail the analytic foundation for performing on-board

calculations for navigation and guidance. The achievement of a unified and universal

set of equations provides an economy in on-board computer program to perform all the

various mission tasks.

Section IV covers in detail the mechanization of the inertial sensor equipment

of the Apollo guidance and control system.

Section V provides the same visability into the optical navigation sensors and

measurement techniques.
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Section Vl provides background and specific techniques in the mechanization of

on-board digital computers. Application to the Apollo mission illustrates several pro-

blems of interest such as the method for providing reasonable and straightforward

astronaut data input and readout.

Section VII concerns the specific problems and solutions of vehicle attitude con-

trol under conditions both of rocket powered flight and the free-fall coast conditions.

The Apollo mission provides a diversity of examples of this area of technology in the

control schemes of the command and service module, the lunar landing vehicle, and

the earth entry return configuration.

The general problems of Space Navigation, Guidance, and Control requires a

great variety of discipline from the engineering and scientific fields. The successful

completion of any one space mission or phase of a space mission requires a team effort

with a unified approach. Of equal importance are the software deliveries and perform-

ance with the hardware. This lecture series is an attempt to integrate many of the

disciplines involved in creating successful and accurate space vehicle control systems.

These lectures represent, on every ones part, an interplay between equipment

and theory. While in each case emphasis may be on one or the other, in the whole

equal emphasis is applied.

All sections may be treated as separate entities however in the case of Section Ill

through VII it is helpful to have the background of Section If. There is cross reference

between sections to avoid unnecessary duplication.

It is observed that the authors have emphasized the Apollo mission and hardware

as examples in their treatment of the subjects. This is partially because of their inti-

mate familiarity with Apollo in the development work at the Instrumentation Laboratory of

MIT and partially because Apollo provides, in an existing program, an excellent example

in its multiple requirements and diversity of problems. Because Apollo is currently

under development, no particular attempt has been made to make reference only to the

latest configuration details. Indeed the authors have utilized various stages of the

Apollo development cycle without specific identification in every case as they provide

the guidance, navigation, or control technique example desired.

The authors wish to express their appreciation to NASA for the opportunity to

participate in the lecture series and for permission to use material from the research

and development contracts NAS 9-153 and NAS 9-4065. They also recognize that this

does not constitute approval by NASA of this material. In addition, they wish to thank

the many members of M. I. T. 's Instrumentation Laboratory; who are working on the

Apollo system, for their inspiration and generation of material.
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Part I

GUIDANCE - BASIC PRINCIPLES

INTRODUCTION

Guidance is the process of collecting and applying information for the purpose

of generating maneuver commands to control vehicle movements. In effect, this

process represents closure of the essential control feedback branch that has to be

associated with structure and propulsion in order for any vehicle system to operate

successfully. Strong airframes and powerful engines can provide the capability for

flight, but without control to give stability, guidance to determine proper paths and

to generate maneuver commands for realizing these paths, the most sophisticated

and expensive craft are of no practical value. The finest airplane will not begin to

serve as a means of transportation until the pilot takes his seat and assumes the

functions of control and guidance. It is true that in recent times the demands of

these functions have often gone beyond the abilities of human senses, human muscles

and the speed of human thought processes. Man must now retain his hold on the

command of many situations through his invention, production and application of

inanimate devices that aid or replace his own limited powers for direct action. The

collective brains of mankind are again demonstrating the ages-old truth that thought

is very powerful among the factors that determine progress. Advances in the

technology of control and guidance have been substantial during the past two decades,

but these advances have generated much misunderstanding, controversy and often

strong opposition as the demands for attention and funding support have increased.

However, the spectacular results that have been achieved, particularly in the fields

of ballistic missiles, submarines, satellites and space vehicles, have tended to

reduce this resistance and to encourage the development of a technology essential to

the advancement and perhaps the survival of our country.

A wide spectrum of possibilities for the future have already been revealed

by results now in the records, but essential decisions associated with a continuation

of work toward pioneering improvements in performance remain to be made in the

near future. Matters of national policy, strategy, tactics, economics, politics,

company profits and human emotions are so inter-mixed with basic physical laws
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and technological developments that any significant clarifications of basic problems

associated with guidance and control are certainly helpful in forming plans for

constructive action. The authors of this paper hope to provide some assistance by

a discussion of basic principles, requirements, mechanization features and natural

performance limitations of components and of systems to meet the needs of military

operations. Representative numerical values for typical cases are cited, but

specific results from particular equipments are not presented.
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CHAPTERI-1

PROBLEMS OF GUIDANCE

The traditional method of directing the motion of a vehicle from a port of

departure to a port of destination is based on the position and direction information

generated by navigation. This situation is suggested by Fig. I-1. Because the

terminal phases of many missions are made to depend upon direct contacts with

facilities at the destination, the accuracy required of navigation is in general not

very great. If navigation can bring a vehicle into an area extending a few miles

around the destination, its function has been accomplished. For flights covering

not more than a few hours it follows that performance inaccuracies not greater than

one to three miles for each hour of flight are often considered satisfactory for

navigation systems.

Attacks on area targets with weapons able to cause destruction over areas

several miles in radius is suggested in Fig. I-2a. The purposes of such attacks can

be served by control and guidance systems giving CEP's - Circular Error Probability

(the radius in which half of a significant number of flights would terminate) with the

order of one nautical mile. This inaccuracy should be substantially independent of

range and time of flight.

Any scheme of navigation or guidance that does not use direct contacts based

on either natural or artificial electromagnetic (or acoustic} radiation, must depend

upon the identification of points on the earth's surface in terms of measured distances

from established bench marks or by means of angles between local gravity directions

with respect to coordinate axes fixed in the earth. The association of these directions

with points on a theoretical mapping surface makes it possible to identify weLl-surveyed

positions on the earth with inaccuracies somewhat less than one-tenth of a nautical

mile. This means that a CEP of one-tenth nautical mile as the performance goal for

the instrumentation of navigation and guidance systems is consistent with the map grids

now available. Effective attacks on many military targets, such as bridges and

hardened missile sites, which can be given map locations within one-tenth nautical

mile require inaccuracies around the aim point of approximately the same one-tenth

mile order of magnitude. Figure I-2b suggests the situation associated with a

ballistic attack on a hardened missile site.
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Control, navigation and guidance always involve a reference coordinate

system with axes having known working relationships with directions in the space

used for defining the essential path of motion. This definition involves directions

with respect to the reference coordinates, and also distances and motion between

the guided entity and the destination or target. In practice, the reference coordinates

may be established in several ways and the essential distances may also be indicated

by various methods.

Figure I-3 illustrates one of the simplest situations for guidance with one

airplane making an attack on another craft with guns. The problem is for the

attacker to fly a path which causes projectiles from his armament to strike the target.

His problem centers around the line of sight to the target with reference coordinates

for maneuvers fixed in the attacking plane. Usually roll, pitch and yaw axes fixed to

the aircraft would be instinctively chosen for judging direction and magnitude of

maneuvers. Success is achieved when the attacker flies so that his gunfire destroys

the target.

Navigation and guidance present situations that are more complex than the

circumstances of an air-to-air duel because direct visual line-of-sight contact with

the destination is not generally possible, so that a reference space outside the moving

vehicle is necessary in order to describe positions and motions. When flight paths

are between points associated with the earth's surface it is natural to use earth's

coordinates established by north and the vertical for reference purposes. It is also

reasonable to use radiation such as radio and radar for determining distance and

direction.

Situations of many kinds appear, depending upon circumstances, but it is

possible to illustrate the principles involved in terms of the diagrams of Figs. I-4,

I-5 and I-6.

Figure I-4 suggests the situation in which ground-based equipment having a

known orientation with respect to earth coordinates has artificial radiation contacts

with the moving vehicle. When these contacts are by pulse tracking, radar distance

measurements are direct and give position when combined with indications of

direction from tracking signals.

Figure I-5 illustrates the relationship of distances between points on the earth's

surface to angles between gravitational vectors at the points in question. Measurements

of directions of gravity are generally associated with positions by the means of

celestial navigation procedures. In these methods the gravity vector angles from lines

of sight to selected stars are corrected for earth's rotation and then related to map

information. It is noted on the figure that an inaccuracy of 60 seconds of arc (one

I-6 / ,,/
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minute of arc) gives a position inaccuracy of 6000 feet (one nautical mile), while

inaccuracies of 6 seconds of arc and I second of arc correspond to 600 feet and lO0

feet respectively.

Figure I-6 illustrates the indication of distance moved by a vehicle over the

surface of the earth by integration of signals from an accelerometer with its input

axis stabilized along the direction of vehicle motion. One integration of these signals

from a given initial instant gives changes in velocity. A second integration gives

changes in position. Assuming perfect orientation of the input axis during a one-hour

time of flight, an average accelerometer inaccuracy of 30x10-6 earth gravity leads to

approximately 6000 feet inaccuracy in the indication of distance traveled. Under

similar circumstances accelerometer inaccuracies of 3x10 -6 and 0. 5x] 0 -6 earth

gravity produce approximately 600 feet and 100 feet respectively.

The use of a vehicle-borne accelerometer implies that the means to stabilize

the member on which it is mounted be aligned with the direction of the earth gravity

vectors which identify positions on the earth's surface. On the basis of numbers given

in Fig. I-6, initial alignment inaccuracies of 6 arc seconds, 0. 6 arc seconds and 0. 1

arc second will mean position inaccuracies of 6000 feet, 600 feet and 100 feet

respectively. Additional inaccuracies of similar magnitude will accumulate if the

orientational reference keeping the accelerometer input axis at right angles to the

local gravity directions drifts at average rates that accumulate the given angular

inaccuracies.

It is convenient to express these drift rates in terms of earth's rate for the

purposes of describing system performance. Earth's rate called an "eru" unit is 15

degrees per hour or 900 minutes per hour. One-thousandth of earth's rate (called

one milli-earth-rate-unit, one meru) is thus one minute per hour (0. 015 degree per

hour) which corresponds to a position inaccuracy of about one nautical mile per hour.

This means that one-tenth nautical mile (600 feet) corresponds to one-tenth meru

(0. 0015 degree per hour, or 6 seconds per hour) while one-hundred feet corresponds

to 0. 0167 meru (0. 00025 degree per hour, 1 arc-second per hour).

It is to be noted that the numbers mentioned in the last paragraph are only

rough approximations. Any mechanization would require higher performance from

its individual components in order to account for the interactions that inevitably

exist in complete systems.

In summary, it appears that radiation link inaccuracy is directly that of the

instrumentation used. When gravitational directions are used to indicate positions,

a 60 arc-second error gives one nautical mile error, with the corresponding error

for 100 feet being one arc-second. If one-hour flight time is allowed to accumulate

I-7 / -_



these errors the stabilization drift error must be less than I meru (0. 015 degree

per hour} for one mile error in an hour while a drift of O. 0167 meru (0. 00025 degree

per hour, 1 arc-second per hour) is required if not more than I00 feet position

error is to be developed in one hour.

When signals from an accelerometer with its input along the vehicle flight

path are used to generate position change data, one mile error in one hour needs an
-6

accelerometer inaccuracy of about 30xlO earth gravity, while I00 feet error in

one hour needs accelerometer performance in the range of O. 5xlO -6 earth gravity.
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CHAPTER I- 2

GEOMETRICAL ASPECTS OF GUIDANCE AND CONTROL

From the standpoint of basic geometry the problem of navigation and

guidance is that of commanding vehicles to move so that they reach the vicinity of

destinations or effectively hit pre-selected targets. In order for this process to be

at all possible a reference space in which knowledge of relative location and motion

between the guided vehicle and its goal must be available. With this knowledge in

hand it may be processed and compared with desired location and motion to determine

indicated deviations from which correction maneuver commands can be generated.

Geometrical reference space for navigation and guidance is not unique, but may be

chosen in many ways to be convenient for the problem under consideration.

Figure I-7 illustrates a simple situation in which a guided vehicle and its

target are linked by a direct line of sight. This line is the geometrical entity that

determines the maneuvers carried out by the pilot as he flies to the vicinity of his

target. His own airplane acts for him as the reference space for these maneuvers,

no outside body is involved. Here his reference space is naturally provided by the

earth in good weather with the horizon and landmarks to give him the vertical and

north as a setting for the location of his destination. In effect, the earth supplies

three coordinate directions for judging angles and a ground-fixed point at the

destination for estimating distance and velocity along these axes.

Figure I-8 shows how the situation changes when clear visual contacts with

the ground are lost because of night, weather or terrain. Under these circumstances

it is universal practice to use gyroscopic instruments responsive to gravity for

vertical indications and controlled by north-seeking devices for azimuth to establish

a set of coordinates for directional reference purposes. It is significant to note that

these instruments by-pass the structure of the vehicle by which they are carried and

act as self-contained equipment in providing orientational reference coordinates.

With visual contacts eliminated, artificial radiation links at radio and radar

frequencies are used to establish distances and directions from known ground-based

stations to the vehicle. Thus, directional information in earth coordinates is

provided by both on-board and remote equipment while indications of distance come

1-15



Figure I-9 illustrates the situation that exists when both visual contacts for

judging orientation and artificial radiation links for indications of position are not

available. The devices providing orientational reference information must be

improved to have several orders of magnitude smaller error rates than the

orientational reference needed for the situation of Fig. I-8. By giving the geometrical

reference member an initialalignment accurately related to earth coordinates at a

known point, changes in location may be indicated by effectively carrying out the

double integration of accelerometer output, or by following changes in direction of

the earth's gravity vector. This means, in effect, that earth coordinates for a

selected time and place must have been transferred to a self-contained system aboard

the guided vehicle. With the good equipment performance necessary to provide

information continuously and accurately on earth space directions and properly mounted

accelerometers with output signals processed by computers, a self-contained system

will indicate location and velocity with respect to its point of departure. A system

which operates in this way is called an INERTIAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM. Systems of

this kind are universally used in ballistic missiles and in submarines when guidance

without outside contacts is important. Inertial guidance systems for service over

the earth are implemented in many ways, but the necessity remains for an accurate,

continuously available, self-contained geometrical reference related in a known way

to the externai space in which guidance is to be performed. A number of typical

mechanizations are described briefly in a later section of this report.

When guidance is considered for vehicles to operate not in the near vicinity

of the earth but in regions for which the earth, moon, planets and stars effectively

approach mass points, coordinates aligned in earth space lose their usefulness.

Rather, it is necessary to employ geometrical reference coordinates associated with

stars and planets. For example, celestial sphere coordinates, or some other

directions such as a line directed toward the sun, may be set into an inertially

stabilized reference member. Figure 1-10 shows the essential features of the Apollo

Guidance System which is to be used on manned flights to the moon and return. This

system must deal reliabiy and accurately with some fifteen or twenty different

problems of guidance ranging from earth launching through earth orbit, mid-course

to the moon, moon orbit, moon landing and return to orbit, and finally through space

to landing at a pre-selected point on the earth.

An inertial member with provisions for either manual or automatic alignment

with earth coordinates or celestial coordinates is used as the geometrical reference

during acceleration phases of the trip. Visually or automatically established iines of

sight to known stars and to landmarks on the earth and the moon are used as the basis

for determining location and velocity during mid-course flight. Data from these

1-16



observationsare processedby a digital computerwhich suppliesbothnavigational
information andguidancecommandsfor system operation, which may be completely
automatic as self-containedequipment, completelymanualor partially automatic
with monitoring by on-board humanpilots, or with remotemonitoring by ground-based
supervisors, through radio andradar links. It is probablethat the Apollo Guidance
Systemswhich havealready beenconceived,designed,built, tested anddelivered
will beuseful models for SpaceGuidanceSystemsof the future.
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CHAPTERI-3

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF SYSTEMS AND THEIR
COMPONENTS FOR CONTROL AND GUIDANCE

Figure I-11 represents the essential geometrical function of stabilization in

terms of right-angled three-coordinate axis systems associated with the spaces

concerned. A set of stabilization reference coordinates is established by some

instrumental means or by direct visual contact to a space either identical with or

related to the space in which vehicle motion is to be guided. An essential duty of

the control system is to cause axes fixed to the vehicle structure to remain

continually close to the stabilization reference axes, and also to keep the vehicle

velocity vector substantially identical with a stabilization reference velocity vector

which has a direction and a magnitude established in some way with respect to the

reference space in which the vehicle path is defined.

Figure 1-12 represents maneuver, a second control system function in which

the stabiliza+ion reference coordinates and the stabilization reference motion are

changed with respect to the vehicle path reference space in the ways necessary to

accomplish missions. The control system inputs that serve this purpose are maneuver

commands generated from plans, programs, feedback data, environmental data, and

other information by a guidance system. The nature and functions of this system are

illustrated by the diagram of Fig. I-13.

Figures I-14 and I-15 suggest the control and guidance situation that existed

during the early days of manned flight. Without a pilot to complete the information-

handling feedback loop of control and guidance, an airplane was completely useless.

Plans and programs were stored in the man's brain, stabilization references and

airplane conditions were noted by human senses and processed in the pilot's mind to

generate maneuver commands that were applied to the airplane control levers by his

hands and feet.

Figures I-16 and I-1 7 illustrate the control and guidance situation that

commonly exists today in jet aircraft. Human pilots continue to be used in the control

and guidance systems but their senses are greatly extended by radio, radar and many

instruments, their muscle forces are boosted by servo power and their ability to

solve complex problems rapidly is extended by computers. All of these appurtenances
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certainly improve the effectivenessof control andguidance,but the pilot's position
as an "on-line" componentin boththe control andguidanceloops meansthat his
limitations in ability to solve complexproblems rapidly andproperly handle
situations requiring too rapid responses,set boundariesto the possibleperformance
of the overall system.

Figures I- 18andI- 19suggestthe circumstances that exist in rocket powered
vehicles that, becauseof limited payloadcapacities, one-waymissions, hostile
environments, andsevere programs must operatewith self-containedautomatic
control andguidancesystems. The absenceof restrictions imposedby human
limitations makes it possible to realize ballistic missiles andother vehicles with
capabilities well beyondthose in whichmenprovide control andguidancefunctions
as "on-line" components.

Figures 1-20and 1-21illustrate the situation that exists in the control and
guidancesystem of a mannedvehicle to operate in the astronautical regions above
the earth's atmosphereandbeyondthe earth's gravitational field. The control and
guidancesystems are automaticwith orientational andtranslational references
provided by an inertially stabilized member, anda set of three accelerometers
rigidly mountedon this member with input axesset in an orthogonalconfiguration.
A telescopeanda spacesextantwith their line-of-slight directions adjustableand
transferable through a computerto the inertial reference member give information
for correcting reference member alignment. Observationsby the humanpilot or by
automatic optional tracking also suppIydata for a computingsystemto calculate
positions in spaceandto generatecorrection maneuvercommands.

Flight condition datadisplayedby the automatic control andguidancesystem
to the humanpilot provide the information for monitoring system operation. A set
of controls forming the operation modeselector and optional commandsystem make
it possible for the pilot to determinethe mode in whichthe overall system works. He
may select anysort of configurationfrom full automatic, in which heonly observes
operation, to completelymanual, in which he acts to close servo-loops by continued
on-line operation.

Figures 1-22and1-23suggestthe completeconfigurationusedby Apollo in
which a ground-monitoring system connectedby radio, radar andpossibly visual up
and downlinks to the flight vehicle. The earth-basedsystem acts as an information
collecting andmonitoring branch in parallel with the on-board pilot monitor.
Information and suggestionsmay besent to the spacevehicle - whetheror not they
are acceptedin anygiven casedependsonoperating doctrine andthe circumstances
of particular cases.
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Fig. I-18 Automatically Guided Flight Vehicle
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CHAPTER I- 4

STATE OF TECHNOLOGY OF COMPONENTS FOR CONTROL,
NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE SYSTEMS

1. Radiation links which are generally employed to implement friendly

environments have the function of establishing contacts from transmitters to

receivers, transponders and reflecting bodies. These links provide communications

by voice, by telemetry and by signals of other kinds. Pulsed and continuous wave

radar indicate line-of-sight directions and distances. Lasers and ordinary search-

lights also offer powerful radiation links, particularly for satellites and space

vehicles.

In the current state of radiation link technology which allows determination of

distances within a few feet, the links themselves do not impose limiting restrictions

on the performance of navigation and guidance systems as far as distance

measurements are concerned. The ability of radiation links to determine line-of-

sight directions with inaccuracies less than one milliradian is adequate for the needs

associated with navigation and guidance.

Carefully surveyed ground station sites with commonly available indicators

of the vertical provide earth reference coordinates of such high accuracy that

radiation beam orientations may be taken as substantially perfect. On the other hand,

radiation links established by airborne transmitters generally have adequate ability

to measure distances, but have restricted ranges due to limitations on size, weight

and power consumption of the geometrical stabilization member. For these reasons

the accuracy of directional tracking is not so good as that obtained from ground

stations. A generally more severe limitation of air-borne radiation link equipment

is introduced by inaccuracies of reference coordinate equipment which will always be

greater than the corresponding inaccuracies of transmitters rigidly fixed to the earth.

This source of reduced performance may be serious, and, in any case, must be given

careful consideration in evaluating the errors of any particular system.

2. Computing Systems receive essential information and carry out the

mathematical processes necessary to generate required outputs. The problems

solved range from trigonometric transformations to the determination of position

and velocity from accelerometer output signals. In terms of a rough analogy,
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computers perform the same functions that the brain of a pilot provides when a human

being acts as the on-line data processing component in navigation and guidance

equipment.

The current technology of computers, particularly those based on digital

operations, is so well developed that units of ample capacity, speed and reliability

with reasonable sizes and weights and power consumptions are available for use in

guidance systems. Improvements in all essential computer features including

resistance to environmental interference effects are now in progress. It is certain

that mechanization of computing functions is not now and will not in the future be a

limiting factor on navigation and guidance systems.

3. Engineering problems associated with angle sensing servomechanisms,

data transmission, mechanical design, etc., have current solutions that are

generally satisfactory with advances certain to appear in the near future. Except for

certain special situations these factors do not limit the performance of equipment for

navigation and guidance.

4. Guidance system coordinates related in a known way to reference directions

of the space in which the desired path of the guided vehicle is defined are easily estab-

lished when rigid or optical connections to the ground are available. When the guidance

system is vehicle-borne its necessary reference coordinates must be established with

a known relationship to external space and maintained with this relationship defined

during the progress of guided flight. This situation is suggested by the diagram of

Fig. I-24 with the guidance system coordinates initially established before flight with

known geometrical relationships to the flight path space reference coordinates.

For the purposes of guidance, the system coordinates must continue to

provide a geometrical reference that accurately represents the flight path space as

the vehicle moves to complete its mission. Because mechanical connections are

impossible and radiation links between the vehicle and the flight path reference space

generally absent, the only possibility for realizing satisfactory guidance system

reference coordinates lies in the use of inertial principles. Properly applied, these

principles make it possible to mechanize a member which either remains non-

rotating with respect to inertial space, or moves in a quantitative way with respect

to this space. Details of arrangements to accomplish such results are discussed in

the next section of this paper.

Current technology is easily able to provide guidance system reference

coordinates representing flight space coordinates within one minute of arc for each

hour of operation. The arc-second inaccuracy required by military guidance

for hard targets is more difficult to achieve, but is feasible with proper attention to
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designandproduction of components. The principles available, typical arrangements
andperformance realized are discussedin the next section.

5. Specific force receivers, the devicescommonlycalled accelerometers, are
the only available meansfor on-boardsensingtranslational vehiclemotion when
radiation links with the environmentare not available. A commonlyused configuration
of specific force receivers is to mountthree units rigidly to the geometrical
reference member with their input axesalignedwith the guidancereference axes.
This arrangementis suggestedin the diagram of Fig. 1-25.

Signalsfrom the three specific force receivers represent the resultant
componentsof gravity force andinertia reaction force alongeachof the three axes.
With the geometrical relationships of theseaxesto the flight spacereference axes
known, calculationsbasedon these signalsmake it possible for the computerto
generateoutput signals giving the changesin vehicle location andvelocity
occurring after the start of system operation.

Assumingperfect alignmentof the guidancesystem reference coordinates
with the flight spacereference coordinates,and perfect computeroperation, errors
in indicated location andmotion are dueto imperfections in specific force receiver
performance. Performancematchingthe requirements of navigation is easy to
realize, while military guidancefor hard point targets is within the capabilities of
today's advancedtechnology. The mechanizationsthat afford these results are
described in a later section.
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CHAPTERI-5

GYROSCOPIC UNITS FOR REALIZATION OF GUIDANCE SYSTEM

REFERENCE COORDINATES

Reference coordinates for vehicle-borne guidance systems with satisfactory

performance must fulfill the general requirements summarized in Fig. 1-26. The

basic functions are: i) to provide continuously available mechanism reference

directions; 2) to provide accurate control of the reference directions with respect

to a selected external reference space in response to command signals; 3) to

provide angular output signals that accurately represent deviations of case fixed

reference directions from the mechanism reference directions. In addition to these

essential performance characteristics, practical instruments must be reliable, of

reasonable size and weight, and be available at acceptable cost.

Gyroscopic principles may be applied to mechanize practical instruments for

providing guidance system reference directions. The theory involved is associated

with applications of the Newtonian Laws of Mechanics to rapidly spinning symmetrical

rotors. It is relatively simple to discuss this theory in terms of vectors representing

rotational quantities in accordance with the commonly used "right hand" conventions

that are summarized in Fig. 1-27. The central idea is that a rotational quantity such

as angular velocity or angular momentum may be described by a vector along the

axis of rotation with its length proportional to the magnitude of the quantity, and the

head of its arrow related to the direction of rotation by the "right-hand screw rule. "

Figure 1-28 suggests the basic operating principle of a gyroscopic element.

When the gyroscopic element definition condition of constant spin velocity exists,

Newton's Law of dynamics leads to the conclusion that a torque applied to the rotor

at right angles to the spin axis causes the angular momentum vector to change its

orientation with respect to inertial space with an angular velocity of precession

proportional to the magnitude of the torque and having a sense that always turns the

angular momentum vector toward the torque vector.

One way of using the gyroscopic element to realize mechanism reference

directions for guidance system purposes is to set up an angular momentum vector,

and then carefully to reduce all torque components on the rotor to zero about any

axis at right angles to the spin axis. In this torque-less condition the angular
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momentumvector maintains anorientation with respect to inertial spacethat is com-
pletely determinedby the direction aboutwhichthe spinningtorque originally built
up the angular momentumof the rotor. Oncethe spin angular momentumvector direc-
tion is establishedit becomesuseful for reference purposesonly throughthe medium
of signals that represent anglesbetweenthe spin axis and reference directions fixed
to the casewithin whichthe rotor spins. Figure I-29 suggeststhe situation that exists
whena case is rigidly fixed to somebasethat may haveanyarbitrary changesin
orientation with respect to inertial space. The position of the casewith respect to the
reference direction canbe indicatedin terms of the two anglesbetweenperpendicular
lines fixed to the case, andthe spin axis. Signalsrepresentingthese two anglesmay
be processedby a computerto give information aboutthe position of the casewith
respect to the spin axis in terms suitable for anyparticular problem of control and
guidance.

The situation that is generally of practical interest requires information on
the orientation of the casewith respect to somespecified external reference space.
It is obviousthat anysingle direction suchas a spin axis cannot specify angular
positions of the caseaboutthe spin direction so that a secondgyroscopic elementwith
its spin axis havingsomeprojection at right anglesto the first spin axis is required
for anycomplete indication of caseorientation in three dimensionalspace. Whentwo
spin axis directions are available for mechanismreference purposes, the common
position of two gyro unit casesrigidly connectedtogether gives all the needed
information. It is to be notedthat the interpretation of this information dependson
the continuousoperation of a computerto carry out complextrigonometrical
calculations. The relationships of spherical trigonometry are suchthat computations
generally give results of va_ryingaccuracyas caseorientations changeby large angles
with respect to spin axis directions. This fact, coupledwith difficulties of achieving
satisfactory signals from large componentsof case-to-gyro rotor angles in the
fractional arc secondregion meansthat the "large deviationangle" configuration
illustrated in Fig. I-29 is not suitable for the mechanismreference coordinate
indications of high performanceguidancesystems.

Problemsof mechanismreference coordinatesassociatedwith sensingand
transformation of large anglesare usually eliminated, sofar as gyro units themselves
are concerned,by mountingthe unit casesona member havingthree degreesof
angular freedom with respect to the baseby which it is carried, andproviding power
drives of somekind to overcomeinaccuracy-producingtorques dueto inertia and
friction. Figure I-30 suggeststhe essential features of suchanarrangement for
two-degrees-of-freedom with angulardeviation signals betweenthe caseandthe spin
axis direction usedto energize gimbal torquer drives throughthe operation of
electrical servo-systems not showain the diagram, With proper servo designs, the
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case-to-spin axis angular deviations may be maintained small; in practice to the

order of one arc-second by using good angle sensors and tight servo-loops. Because

only small angles are involved and accurately matched sensitivities are unimportant,

difficultiesassociated with accurate signals are greatly reduced from those involved

in collecting data on large angles. Combinations of the signals from two perpendicular

case directions in a plane at right angles to the spin axis are required to command

proper responses from the two torquers. Relatively low performance resolvers on

the gimbal axes are sufficient to serve the needs of servo loop control. It is

unnecessary to include a separate trigonometric computer in the system.

The diagram of Fig. 1-30 illustrates a single rotor arrangement providing

two-degree-of-freedom isolation of a controlled member (the case) from base motion.

Any complete system requires three-degree-of-freedom angular isolation. In practice

this situation is very often met by an arrangement like that suggested in the diagram of

Fig. 1-31. In this figure, three gyro units, each with one degree-of-freedom, are

shown on the inertial reference package instead of the two that would be needed if gyro

elements like that of Fig. 1-30 were used. For the situation illustrated, the nature of

the gyro units is immaterial so long as they provide the function of sensing and

representing angular deviations in terms of usable signals.

Gyro units of many types have been conceived and a few have been reduced to

successful practice. Strong discussions of"relative merit for various mechanizations

continue and are not likely to be settled until working equipment is tested under

operational conditions. However, an understanding of the patterns in which fundamental

principles may be applied is surely helpful for effective evaluations of performance data

from test results. The discussion that follows is intended to help with this

understanding by describing the features and problems associated with typical classes

of gyro units.

All gyro units are designed around a relatively strong component of angular

momentum with its direction rigidly fixed to some member which has freedom to move

within the instrument case. For the instruments that have proved to be successful in

the present state of technology, this angular momentum is generated by a spinning

rotor of some kind. Figure I-32 illustrates the simplest arrangement in which a

single moving part, a rotor having a generally spherical form, is supported on forces

generated by electromagnetic or electrostatic fields so configured that the resultant

damping forces acting on the rotor are verylow. This characteristic makes itpossible

for a rotor forced into rotation by eddy-current motor acting to continue coasting with

a high velocity spin for considerable periods of time such as days, weeks or months

after the driving torque has been removed. When a spherical rotor runs within a

spherical case in the arrangement suggested by Fig. 1-32, the frictionless support not
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only provides a spin bearing but also allows for complete angular freedom of the case

with respect to the spin axis. Sensors for angles between references fixed to the case

and the spin axis supply signals that yield orientational reference information after

processing by a computer.

The inviscid field supported rotor gyro unit is attractive because of its

simplicity but start-up of spin is an awkward process requiring considerable time

with the spin direction determined by the orientation of the case during the time the

spin torque is acting. Nutation, i.e., an oscillatory change in direction of the

angular momentum vector is generated during the starting operation and must be

damped out. The inviscid field supported rotor arrangement does not lend itself to

the controlled application of torque components for adjusting the direction of the

angular momentum vector, a circumstance which makes it practically impossible to

align the spin axis direction directly and accurately with external reference case

coordinates. This means that auxiliary means to provide special positioning of the

case with respect to external coordinates must be used. The required equipment

tends to be cumbersome and difficult to use. This circumstance makes it unlikely

that inviscid field supported sphere gyro units will be as satisfactory for the purposes

of high performance guidance systems as other units that allow self-alignment of the

system in which they operate.

Gyro units with inviscid field supported spherical rotors also present certain

other difficulties. These problems stem from the inaccessibility of spinning rotors

for balancing and other adjustments while the complete gyro unit is in operation with

all the environmental conditions adjusted to those of operational use. Another matter

of basic importance that remains to be resolved is that of the effects of vibration and

acceleration on a gyroscopic system with substantially zero damping. It is certainly

very desirable to measure environmental effects and to determine overall system

performance as soon as possible.

Because gyro rotor behavior can not be refined by mass changes made

directly on spinning spheres, it is not possible to refine gyro performance by

adjustments. In practice the operation of each individual sphere must be calibrated

in combination with a computing system to determine performance coefficients that

can be applied during operation to reduce imperfections in behavior by calculation

rather than through adjustment or compensation of the mechanism.

Practical problems of design, engineering, production and operation for gyro

units may be simplified by separating the various functions that must be provided

within a gyro unit in ways that allow each aspect of performance to be given individual

adjustments and compensation with a minimum of coupling effects that lead to
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inaccuracies in operation. Figure I-33 suggests the basic features of the typical

two-degree-of-freedom gyro unit with:

a) _ngular momentum provided by the rotation of a wheel-like rotor spinning,

carried by an inner gimbal through shaft and journal bearings that may be ball, roller

or hydro-dynamic with gaseous or fluid lubricant.

b) Spin angular velocity sustained (no coasting in operation) with constant

speed by a continuously acting motor.

c) Two-degrees of angular freedom with respect to the case provided by

gimbals (fluid, ball or roller supported.)

d) Generation of angular deviation signals, restricted to small magnitudes,

by reception of spherical displacements of the case with respect to the spin axis.

e) Accurate changes in angular momentum orientation with respect to

inertial space by direct response to command input for gimbal torquers.

f) Balance adjustments available during unit operation by means of threaded

nuts on the two gimbals. These adjustments make it possible to approach the ideal

condition of gyro unit insensitivity to gravity and acceleration by adjusting the center

of mass so that it approaches coincidence with the point of support provided by the

gimbals.

In some designs this mechanical support may be supplemented by flotation

forces provided by liquid within the clearance between hermetically sealed thin shell

gimbals.

When its base is mounted on a structure which rotates with respect to inertial

space, the two-degree-of-freedom gyro unit gives output signals which represent spin

axis angular deviations about axes perpendicular to the spin axis, from a reference

position of the case. This reference position is determined by the orientation of the

case in which the angle output signal has its null level. Command signals to the

torquers make it possible to change the reference orientation as desired without any

need for taking base orientation into account. This possibility of directly relating

gyro unit angular momentum to an external space reference direction gives the torqued

two-degree-of-freedom gimbal supported gyro unit a considerable advantage over

inviscid field supported spherical rotor units.

The gimbal supported two-degree-of-freedom gyro unit overcomes some of

the difficulties stemming from the multiple function characteristics of inviscid field

spherical rotor supports. Adjustments can be made during operation by gimbal

balancing adjustments, indefinite operating periods are achieved, accurate control

of angular momentum directions is made possible and various other results of

practical importance are attained. However, the difficulties associated with

accurately maintaining coincidence between the point of support provided by two
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gimbals coincident and the center of mass of an articulated structure, limit the

quality of performance available from the two-degree-of-freedom gyro unit and

considerably increase the difficulty of manufacture for units of even medium

performance levels. The output of deviations in terms of a conical angle subject

to the coupling effects that tend to accompany the precession and nutation of a two-

degree-of-freedom gyro rotor is also troublesome when inaccuracies in the region

of fractional arc-seconds are desired.

Some difficulties of two-degree-of-freedom units are reduced when the

mechanical gimbal system is replaced by a spherical gas bearing arrangement which

allows both rotor spin action and angular freedom between the spin reference

direction and the case. Balancing problems still exist and the gas bearing is always

subject to sharply defined upper limits of resistance to shock and vibration, but many

practical gyro units using this mechanization are in operational use.

All two-degree-of-freedom gyro units are essentially untorqued for the

purposes of sensing angular deviations. This means that the obtainable resolution in

terms of angular velocity components about axes of sensitivity for the unit depends on

the angle defined by the minimum usable output from the signal generator. This

generally corresponds to angles so large that detection of small components of earth's

rate (in the region of one arc second per hour} is generally not practical.

Single-degree-of-freedom gyro units with the basic features illustrated in

Figs. 1-34 and 1-35 make it possible to realize practical gyro units with the

characteristics required of angular deviation sensing instruments for guidance

systems able to reliably provide the low CEP range needed for hard point military

targets. The design philosophy involved is the direct antithesis of the single moving

part philosophy of the inviscid field supported sphere gyro unit in which refining

adjustments to the rotor are impossible during operation, and accurate direct

alignment of angular momentum axis to external reference space is not available. In

the floated integrating single-degree-of-freedom gyro unit each function is carefully

separated from others, and with the exception of dynamic balancing for the rotor, may

be refined toward ultimate performance with the complete gyro unit in normal operation.

As suggested by Figs. I- 34 and I- 35:

a) Angular momentum is provided by a rotor with its spin sustained

indefinitely by a driving motor. The spin axis bearings which support the rotor from

the single gimbal may be either ball bearings or hydrodynamic journal bearings

lubricated by air. With good design and manufacture both types have demonstrated

high performance and life times of many thousands of hours. Gas bearings consume

somewhat more power at starting and in operation than ball bearings. Gas bearings
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are much more liable to damage than balls when subjected to torques before their

full supporting power has been developed during start-up, and they are also more

vulnerable to catastrophic failure under either steady or vibratory high accelerations.

Itappears that gas bearings are suitable for environments of limited severity, while

ball bearings are adaptable to wider ranges of environmental conditions. Both types

are now in use and can be applied in single-degree-of-freedom gyro units at the

preference of the designer.

b) Single-degree-of-freedom motion is provided by a chamber enclosing the

gyro rotor which is largely supported on the flotation pressure gradients built up by

gravitational and inertia reaction forces in a dense, highly viscous fluid contained in

the clearance volume between the float and the hermetically sealed case. In operation,

the temperatures of the solid parts and the fluid are closely controlled so that the

buoyancy support remains substantially constant. The small remaining imperfection

in flotation is effectively reduced to zero by single axis magnetic support units at

either end of the float which is thus suspended within the case without even the

slightest rubbing contact between solid parts.

c) Complementing the buoyancy and magnetic supporting forces are forces

generated by hydrodynamic forces and torques generated when the heavy fluid is forced

to flow between parts of the clearance space. The resultant support minimizes

distorting stress on the gimbal because of the distributed nature of the loads that are

acting. The overall result is a system effectively immune to the mechanical effects

of acceleration, vibration and shock within selected design ranges.

d) The use of high viscosity fluids for gimbal support means that high level

drag forces are developed by motion of the float within the case. The forces not only

provide support during dynamic conditions, but also develop a drag torque about the

gimbal freedom axis of the float. This torque is proportional to the angular velocity

of the float with respect to the case about this axis which is carefully made at right

angles to the spin axis of the gyro rotor. Under gyroscopic principles a rotation of

the angular momentum vector about the input axis which is at right angles to the gimbal

axis, and also the spin axis causes the gyro rotor to exert a torque on the gimbal

about its axis of freedom which, for this reason, is called the ou_K_ut axis. This torque

is absorbed by the accelerational inertia reaction of the float, and by viscous drag in

the fluid. The inertia reaction torque causes the gyro unit to exhibit a time constant

with the order of one thousandth second, while the viscous drag torque causes the float

angular velocity within the case to be proportional to the case angular velocity with

respect to inertial space about the input axis. The result is that the float output angle

with respect to the case is proportional to the angle turned through by the case with

respect to inertial space about the input axis. This action leads the name "integrating

gyro unit" for instruments with the features of Fig. I-34.
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Because of the absence of rubbing friction between solid parts and the

utilization of viscous drag as a primary factor in operation, the proportionality

between input angle and float output angle is effectively perfect over the operating

range of a few minutes of arc down to a lower limit that is surely less than one

thousandth of an arc second.

e) In operation, the single-degree-of-freedom integrating gyro unit is

suitable for use only under circumstances in which gimbal deflection angles are

limited to a few seconds of arc. This condition is favorable for signal generator

designs which can be constructed to give very low null signals and high sensitivity

outputs when connected to feasible electronic circuits. Signals defining less than 0.01

arc seconds are achievable with carefully designed generators and good electronics.

f) As shown in Fig. I-34 balance adjustments for the float have the form of

nuts on screws attached to the float. By providirg means for turning these nuts from

outside the case with the unit in full operation, it becomes possible to place the center

of mass on the output axis so accurately that the total effects of unbalance torques

under one earth gravity may be reduced to the level of one meru or less.

g) Flexible leads carefully selected for low hysteresis and substantially floated

in the suspension fluid are used to carry power to the gyro rotor within the gimbal

float. By careful design and the use of a refining adjustment accessible from outside

the case, the effects of power lead torque may be reduced to a level of one meru or

less.

With single axis operation and accurately controlled centralization of the

moving element, torque generators are feasible in which the output is very closely

proportional to the electrical input. This characteristic makes the single-degree-of-

freedom integrating gyro unit a very useful and flexible component for applications of

many kinds.

The features described above in general terms coupled with an absolutely

necessary careful control of temperature, rotor power, electrical excitation,

mechanical mounting, connectors, etc., make it possible to reduce gyro performance

uncertainties to levels between 0.01 and 0. 001 meru. By proper compensation and/or

correction of various basic effects which are measurable by inspection techniques,

gyro performance substantially identical with the uncertainty levels may be achieved

in practical operation.
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Fig. 1-27 Vector Conventions for Rotational Quantities
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AXIS AND THE

SPIN REFER/_24CE
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N_: 1. POSITIVE SENSES S_[OWfN BY THE ARROWS AF, E

CHOSEN SO THAT (IA)0 (SRA), AND (0_11_ FORM A
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IS SUPPLIED TO A MOUSING BLOCK ADAPTED

TO RECEIVE THE GYRO UN_ CASE. THE FLOW
OF POWER IS CONTROLLED BY THE D_PER
TEMPERATURE SETTING.

CASE - (c.) -

TORQUE - (to) --
GENERATOR

THE STRUCTURE THAT GIVES SUPPORT FOR
THE INTERNAL WORKING pARTS OF _ GYRO
UNIT, ENCLaSES THE PARTS, AND CARRIES
PROVZSIONB FQR EXTERNAL CC_NNECTIONS OF
ALL KINDS.

COMPONENT FCIR RECEIVING INPUT SIGNALS
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OUTPUT AXe.

SUBSYSTEM RECE_V_IG ANGULAR VELOCITy OF
THE GI]_BAL WITH RESPECT TO THE CASE AS
FTS INPUT AND PRODUCING AS OUTPUT A RE-

TARDING TCROtI_ A_ ON THE GIMBAL
ABOUT THE OUTPUT AX_ WFFH A MAGNITUD6"

PROPORTIONAL TO THE MAGNITUDE OF THE
ANGULAR VELOCITY OF THE GIMBAL WITH RE-
SPECT TO THE CASE.

DAMPER - (drop) --
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COMPARED LIRECTION ((c=_pd] IN THE SUBSCRIPT).

_ / DIRECTION

"__ / (,_t)
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COMPARED DIRECTION

ANGLE

GYRO UNIT - (°u) - THIn ENTITY M_E uP oF THE COMPOHENTS
REF_RESENTF-D IN THIS DIAGRAM AND ALL THE

ADDITIONAL PAR'rS NEcESSARy FOR A SINC_LE
PACKAGE TO CARRY OUT THE FUNCTION_ OF
A GYRO UNIT.
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INPUT AND PRC_DUCING A C_RRF-_POI_ING SIG-
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FROM THE GYRO UNIT.
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ROTORS FOR THE TORQUE GENERATOR AND SIG-
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SEALS AND STRUCTURE, BALANCE ADJUSTMENTS,
STOPS, PIVOTS, ETC.

Fig. 1-35 Line Schematic Diagram of Single-Degree-of-Freedom Floated Integrating

Gyro Unit
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CHAPTERI-6

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF GYRO UNIT APPLICATIONS

Single-degree-of-freedom gyro unit systems as components are combined with

many more devices to produce a coordinated overall result in guidance systems. The

particular function of any single gyro unit is to translate the resultant of rotations

about its input axis with respect to inertial space and command inputs to its torque

generator into a resultant signal that represents the angular deviation of the float

from the position for which the output signal has its null level. In effect, the output

signal represents the angular deviation of the case about the input axis from a

reference position established by the null level of the signal. Command inputs to the

torque generator have the effect of rotating the reference position with an angular

velocity proportional to the signal.

Figure 1-36 is an illustrative pictorial schematic diagram in terms of a single

axis system suggesting the basic features and operating principles of a typical gyro

unit - servodriven controlled member combination. For the arrangement of this

figure which provides functions similar to those of the geometrical reference member

of an inertial guidance system, it is assumed that the command input is zero except,

perhaps, for small compensations for calibrated imperfections of the particular gyro

unit involved.

When, for any reason, the base of the servo-drive moves so that the gyro unit

is rotated away from its reference orientation about the input axis, or a torque is

imposed from any other source, a gyro output signal is generated. Through slip rings

this signal is applied as input to the servo-drive system which applies torque to the

controlled member to force it back to the orientation for which the gyro unit case has

its reference position. As a result of this continued action of the servo in overcoming

disturbing torques, the case effectively holds its reference position about the input

axis no matter how the base may move. Operation of this is typical of geometrical

stabilization.

The servo-drive-gyro unit combination of Fig. I-36 provides several functions

for inertial guidance systems. The broad natures of these functions are suggested by

the diagrams of Fig. I-37.
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a) When no command signal is applied to the gyro unit, the servo-drive

stabilizes the input axis orientation of a controlled member on the basis of angular

deviation signals from the gyro unit.

b) Command signal integration appears when an input is supplied to the gyro

unit torque motor. The resulting torque on the float causes rotation which produces

an output signal. This signal acts as an input to the servo so that the controlled

member turns in the proper direction to reduce the output signal. Except for dynamic

response effects which may be reduced to negligible levels by proper servo design,

the operation described may be made to rotate the controlled member about the input

axis with an angular velocity effectively proportional in magnitude to the magnitude of

the command signal. Directional senses are determined by phasing or polarity changes

of the command signal. The resulting effect of the signal is that the angle turned

through with respect to inertial space by the controlled member about the input axis

is proportional to the time integral of the command signal.

Another mode of gyro-unit operation that is generally similar to the space

integrator result described above is that in which the command signals are applied to

the gyro unit to keep the output signal at null as the controlled member is forced to

rotate in any arbitrary way with respect to inertial space about the input axis. With

this mode of operation, integration of the command signal over any given time interval

represents the total angle turned through by the controlled member during the same

interval. It is to be noted that with this type of operation, the servo-drive of Fig. 1-37

has no significant function beyond providiqg a shaft for controlled member rotation.

In practice, command signals may be direct current, alternating current, or

electrical pulses. Pulses are especially suitable for command signals because they

may be easily adapted as inputs-outputs for digital computers. Integration with pulses

is particularly easy as the process involved is a matter of simple counting.

c) When the axis of base rotation is about an axis perpendicular to the servo-

drive axis and the gyro unit is adjusted on the controlled member so that its input axis

is at right angles to the servo axis, the arrangement may be used to indicate the

direction of the axis about which the base is being rotated. In effect, if the input axis

is inclined so that it receives a component of the base angular velocity, the gyro unit

case is forced to rotate about its input axis so that it generates an output signal which

causes the servo to turn the case so that its input axis is at right angles to the base

rotation axis. By giving the gyro unit performance that enables it to respond consis-

tently to say, one millionth of the magnitude of the base angular velocity, the

direction of the gyro unit input axis may be made to indicate perpendicularity to the

base rotation within an inaccuracy with the order of one arc second.
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This mode of operation using components now available, makes itpossible to

align controlled members to north with sufficient accuracy for the operation of high

performance guidance systems.
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STABI LIZATION --

BASE MOTION ISOLATION

ANGULAR MOTION

OF BASE--_ //,-_ REFERENCE DIRECTION ON GYRO

ZERO COMMAND SIGNAL "_ GYRO UNIT -J INPUT AXIS OF GYRO UNIT

BASE MOTION _//__._

SERVO SHAFT-

ANGULAR VELOCITY OF GYRO UNIT ABOUT THE INPUT

AXIS WITH RESPECT TO INERTIAL SPACE IS PROPOR-

TIONAL TO THE COMMAND SIGNAL- ANGLE TURNED

BY GYRO UNIT REPRESENTS INTEGRAL OF COMMAND

SIGNAL

COMMANDED ANGULAR

__OClTY OF GYRO UNIT

UT ANGLE

.. .... LGYRO UNIT

GYRO UNIT

INPUT AXIS

ANGULAR VELOCITY OF AXIS OF BASE ROTATION-7

BASE ABOUT AXIS /

AT RIGHT ANGLES / INPUT AXIS

.o...vo..s_j .oO,N.
/ I \ SERVO GYROUNIT

SO THAT THE SYRO UNIT OUTPUT SIGNAL DRIVES

THE INPUT AXIS TOWARD THE ORIENTATION IN WHICH

THE UNIT SENSES ZERO ANGULAR VELOCITY INPUT,

THE CONFIGURATION SHOWN WILL BEEK PIERPENDICULARITY
TO THE AXISABOUT WHICH THE BASE IS BEING ROTATED

Fig. 1-37 Basic Features of Illustrative Single Axis Configurations of Servo-Drives

and the Single-Degree-of-Freedom Gyro Unit to Provide: a) Stabilization,

b) Space Integrators for Angular Motion, c) Angular Velocity Axis
Direction Sensor
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CHAPTERI-7

SPECIFICFORCERECEIVERS

All instruments designedto receive specific force dependupona sensitive
elementthat is essentially anunbalancedmass. This mass is arranged so that it
imposes a force, or a torque, onsomemember that is restrained in a calibratable
way. Figure 1-38illustrates the useof a floated-magneticsuspensioncarried
pendulumrestrained by atorque generator fed by pulsesunder the control of float
anglesignals. The integral of specific force (the resultant of gravity andinertia
reaction force} is obtainedby countingthe pulses required to keepthe float angleon
its null position.

Figure 1-39suggeststhe features of a pendulousgyro-servo-drive specific
force receiver in which the calibrated balancingtorque for the outputof the unbalanced
mass is provided by the gyroscopicoutput torque from a constantspeedspinning
rotor driven by a servo to keepthe output signal at its null level. Sincethe required
angular velocity aboutthe gyro input axis is proportional the balancingtorque, the
angleturned by the gyro unit casein a giventime interval is a measureof the specific
force integral for the sametime. This calibration relationship dependsuponinter-
actions betweentwo absolutely linear, non-saturable effects (both depending only on

Newton's Laws of Dynamics} so that the range of accurate operation is basically

limited only by servo design considerations. By using digitalizing signal generators

for the servo-axis, the integrated output appears in terms of pulses suitable for direct

use as digital computer inputs.

The requirements of position location for center-of-mass positions to be

maintained in order to realize various drift rates with typical gyro units are sum-

marized in the table of Fig. 1-41. These numbers also suggest that specific force

receivers must have their unbalanced mass centers positioned within very small

tolerances if inaccuracies of ] 0-6
earth's gravity are to be maintained over a range

including some ten's of gravity.
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SIGNAL OUTPUT

GIMBAL ROTOR GENE_n"_"'_ _ AXIS

TORQUE FLOAT "'__..<_-_ I{ ti OA
GENERATOR .__..,,,,,
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\ -----_--"_ ._j_- _ A Is

_ _INPUTAxIS SRA

IA

Schematic drawin_l of single.degree-of.freedom gym unit

IA 1

A2

I

IA3

Single-degree-of-freedom gyro package

---- ._"I _ IA1

I
l lA3

Schematic two-degree-of.freedom gyro Two-degree-of-freedom gyro package
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GENERATOR
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TOROUEFL0 OENE  'OR OU, UT

INPUT AXIS
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__RENCE
LINE
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CENTER OF
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J ]_- DIRECTION

'A3 i / (CL)

Pictotla} schemahc of o s_ngle-degree-of-freecJom specffic-force rece_vin9 unit
Accelerometer package
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Fig. 1-40 Basic Elements of Typical Geometrical Reference Packages
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CHAPTERI-8

INERTIAL SYSTEMS

Inertial guidancesystems all require the instrumentation of reference
coordinatesaccuratelyalignedwith the external spaceusedfor flight path referenct
purposes. In addition, specific force receivers rigidly mountedon the reference
member are neededto producesignals that represent specific force components.
A typical arrangementis suggestedby the diagram of Fig. 1-42. Controlled member
stabilization maintains the reference coordinatesandspecific force receiver outputs
give computerinputs representing componentsalongknownaxes. Theseoutputs,
processedby the computer, give control, navigationand guidanceoutputswithout the
necessity of geometrical transformations basedon gimbal orientations.
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Part II

THENAVIGATION,GUIDANCE,ANDCONTROL
OFA MANNEDLUNARLANDING

CHAPTERII-1

THE BACKGROUNDANDTHE PROBLEM
OFSPACECRAFTGUIDANCE,NAVIGATION,ANDCONTROL

INTRODUC TION f

Among the many extensions of old disciplines and development of new technologies

needed in man' s present rush into space flight is that of the subject of this book: the

measurement and control of spacecraft position, velocity, and orientation in support of

space mission objectives. In this chapter, we will introduce more specifically the nature

of the problem in order to provide a background of definition and approach for the fol-

lowing chapters which deal with actual details of specific problems and their solutions.

One might choose the words "spacecraft rotational and translational managemenfll I

as being descriptive of the subject. The parameters of concern are the time history of

the three degrees of freedom describing spacecraft orientation and the time history of

the three degrees of freedom describing spacecraft position.

Spacecraft missions such as those being flown today operate in phases which alter-

nate with a short period of powered or accelerated* flight followed by a long period of

free-fall coasting. This is a consequence of the character of available propulsion typi-

cal in the chemical rocket. The nature of the rotational and translational management

problems differ markedly between the free-fall and thrusting accelerated conditions.

Thus it becomes convenient to separate discussions and base definitions on paired com-

binations of the "rotational" or "translational" and the "free-fall" or "accelerated" as-

pects of the subject. This results in the following definitions of four often-used terms:

A. "Navigation"

Translational measurement and control in free fall

B. "Attitude Control"

Rotational measurement and control in free fall

C. "Guidance"

Translational measurement and control during acceleration

D. "Thrust Vector Control"

Rotational measurement and control during acceleration

"1, ,,

Accelerated here refers to that motion with respect to the free-fall arising from
non-gravitational forces.
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Unfortunately two minor flaws mar this symmetrical array of definitions. First,

the process of "navigation" probably ought not to be constrained only to free-fall flight.

Indeed the determination of position and velocity during any phase of flight might be a

better definition of navigation. We can take the view then that navigation is one of the

functions of the guidance process - as will be seen. Second, using "thrust vector con-

trol" for the title associated with rotational measurement and control during accelerated

flight appears to exclude similar operations during phases where aerodynamoc forces -

not rocket thrust - are causing the acceleration. This occurs during the important

phases of planetary atmospheric entry using drag and lift forces for deceleration and

steering.

Recognizing these qualifications, the following sections cover the problems of each

of the above four situations.

NAVIGATION (Translational Measurement and Control in Free Fall Coasting Flight)

Navigation as defined herein is the process of measurement and computation to

determine the existing present position and probable future position of a vehicle. It is

concerned only with the translational aspects of motion - i.e. position and velocity - and

is considered here temporarily to be applicable only to the free-fall coasting conditions

of spacecraft. It includes those processes necessary to determine needed trajectory

corrections as well as to compute the initial conditions of major powered maneuvers. In

this sense it has "control" aspects as well as "measurement" in that it includes activity

to modify the spacecraft' s path.

In non-thrusting flight out in space, the forces on the craft which determine its

motion are dominated by the Newtonian gravitation attraction of the near bodies - the

earth, moon, sun, and planets. Generally the vehicle is influenced primarily by one

body and follows nearly the classical Keplerian conic path. The effects of forces other

than that of the point mass central body can usually be treated as deviations or perturba-

tions to the simpler motion. A non-exhaustive listing of typical perturbing effects are:

(I) Mass distribution within central body, e.g. oblateness of earth, triaxiality of moon,

(2) _attraction of more remote bodies, (3) Atmospheric drag, (4) Solar radiation pressure,

(5) Meteroid impact, and (6) Magnetic and electric field interactions with spacecraft.

In a given situation it is usually possible to ignore all but a few of the perturbing

effects and predict the future trajectory of the vehicle with satisfactory accuracy many

hours to many days into the future using knowledge of present position, and velocity.

However, for a given accuracy, the prediction finally deteriorates due to ignored per-

turbing effects and due to the accuracy limitations of the initial conditions and the extrap-

olation model.
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Because of the relatively predictable nature of spacecraft trajectories in free

coasting flight, continuous measurement of position and velocity is unnecessary. Meas-

urements are needed periodically to correct for the slow deviation of the actual space-

craft from the predicted path.

Practical navigation measurements in free coasting flight all utilize electromag-

netic radiation at appropriate wavelengths to sense spacial relationships among the

spacecraft and the near bodies of the solar system. These measurements can be cate-

gorized into two types: First, those made earth-based by remote tracking of the space-

craft from suitable stations on the earth, and second, those made from on board using

sensing devices on the craft itself. Only the first of these has yet been applied; all

U.S. spacecraft and as far as we know all Soviet vehicles have been navigated using

earth-based tracking measurements only.

Earth-Based Navigation - Earth-based tracking for navigation usually uses radar

frequencies with the cooperative use of transmitting beacons or transponders on the

spacecraft being tracked. Optical wavelengths have seen use but suffer from the prob-

lem of obscuring cloud cover.

Radio tracking for navigation is founded upon: (I) the fixed and well-known speed

of light in space, (2) the use of highly accurate time bases and stable frequency sources,

and (3) the ingenuity and accuracy with which precise phase measurement can be made

between two signals in the presence of interferring noise.

Earth-Based Range Measurement - For measurement of spacecraft range, the

earth station transmits a periodic waveform on a high frequency carrier to the space-

craft which in turn is equipped to re-radiate this waveform back to the earth. The dis-

tance to and from the spacecraft is proportional to the phase lag of the waveform as

received from the spacecraft with respect to the transmitted waveform to the spacecraft.

Range resolution then is that fraction of a wavelength with which the phase can be meas-

ured. A I00 mc carrier, for instance, has a wavelength of 3 meters, and range resolution

well inside this dimension is straightforward. Lower frequency modulation tones with

longer wavelengths must be used to resolve the ambiguities and thereby determine the

more significant figures of the number representing measured range. For spacecraft

this technique depends upon a transponder in the spacecraft which will receive the trans-

mission and re-radiate with controlled phase-shift an appropriate correlated signal to

the ground station.

Although range tracking, as defined, has almost micrometer resolution capability,

several limitations on the total overall accuracy exist. The most apparent, of course,

is our knowledge of the exact speed of light. This is currently known to about l part in

106. Without calibration correction as discussed below, this means a range error of

150 kilometers in a spacecraft distance of one astronomical unit. At lunar distances this

reduces to the order of 400 meters.
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Rangerate information is measuredby the rate of changeof phaseshift of the
received signal, or more familiarly by the equivalentdoppler frequencyshift.

Earth-Based Direction Measurement - The most common direction measurement

technique from earth stations is a sort of inverted triangulation using multiple receivers

on accurately known baselines. If this baseline array is suitably short, the received

signals can be simultaneously processed in the same earth-based equipment to perform

an interferometric measure of the differences in range of the spacecraft from the various

receivers, as shown on Fig. II-l. It is a technique which still offers many advantages,

particularly the fact that the spacecraft need carry only a radio beacon transmitter which

does not need to be interrogated from the ground.

For these short baselength systems the differences in phases of the various re-

ceived waveforms can be measured with extreme precision. _ 3-meter signal wave-

length (i00 mc) can be resolved by phase measurement to 3 millimeters, for example,

utilizing techniques such as heterodyning to a lower frequency and precision timing. On

a 150 meter baselength this corresponds to 20 microradians (4 seconds of arc) of angular

resolution of spacecraft directions which lie near normal to the baseline. If a space-

craft is at one astronomical unit distance, for instance, this is position resolution of

across the line of sight of 3000 kilometers. _t the shorter lunar distances this reduces

to about 8 kilometers.

For the usual horizontal array of receivers, it is seen that best directional ac-

curacy is obtained for conditions with the spacecraft direction near perpendicular to the

baseline, ks the vehicle gets near in line with the baseline the angular resolution degen-

erates inversely as the sine of the angle from the baseline. Moreover, near the hori-

zon, earth atmospheric refraction uncertainty degenerates the total indicated direction

accuracy.

For greater accuracy in direction measurement, the baseline can be increased.

However, several problems interfere with proportional accuracy improvement of longer

baselines in comparison with the short baseline interferometric systems. First, wide

separation of the receiving stations prevents accurate, simultaneous, direct phase com-

parison of the received signals. Also the direction is no longer a direct function of the

range difference, as illustrated in Fig. II-2. So rather than using range differences ob-

tained directly by phase comparison, the total range values from the several stations

must be individually collected and then processed for determination of direction.

Realization of directional measurement accuracy improvement by increasing base-

length requires that the range measurement and baseline errors accumulate less rapidly

than does the baseline increase. The practicability of this can be seen by examining the

accuracy needed in the baseline to maintain and improve the previous 20 microradian

error derived above for the short 150 meter baselength. If the baselength is increased
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to 1500 kilometers, a 20 microradian error results from baseline errors of 30 meters.

To obtain improvement to 2 microradians direction error the 1500 kilometer baseline

must be known to 3 meters. However, at this precision and better, a serious question

arises about achieving this necessary accuracy of earth station location. This is clearly

a problem of survey and geodesy. The precise knowledge of the size and the shape of the

earth is a question actively being pursued and about which agreement does not now exist.

Earth-based tracking ranging and directional measurements described above pro-

vide the basis for determining directly all components of the position and velocity of a

spacecraft. The error values of our hypothetical models above by no means provide the

accuracy limit from ground tracking. Considerable improvement for a given station

array can be demonstrated by calibration techniques in tracking targets and applying cor-

rections to fit the known target motions.

Spacecraft-Based Navigation - Spacecraft-borne navigation measurement tends

more to optical frequency direction measurement rather than the radio frequency direct

ranging that is so accurate for ground tracking. For relatively close work, however,

direct ranging using radio frequencies with rendezvous or landing radars becomes pos-

sible, albeit necessary. But further from the planets and other targets, direct measure-

ment of range or range rate, or the use of radio frequencies has not appeared attractive

to the designers due to the weight and power penalties.

Spacecraft onboard directional measurements are those made to the near bodies ...

the sun, moon, earth, and other planets. The stars provide no position data because of

their extreme distances. But because of this distance they are most excellent references

against which to measure directions to the nearer bodies.

In a sense, then, onboard navigation is performed by observing the near bodies

relative to the background stars. This can be done indirectly by measuring the angles

sequentially from a gyro stabilized base to the stars and the near body. _Iternately a

direct and simultaneous measurement of the angle between a reference star and the near

body with a suitable sextant-like instrument avoids an accumulation of errors with which

the former sequential technique must cope.

The ancient sextant, updated and refined with a suitable telescope for image reso-

luhon and with a precision angle readout of the deflecting mirror, can provide in a rea-

sonable size an accurate measure of the angle between a feature of a near body and a

star superimposed upon that feature in the field of view.

The "feature" alluded to above is some distinct point of known coordinates on the

planet to which the direction is being measured. The center of the planetary disk natu-

rally comes to mind, but identifiable surface landmark features and horizons which can

be related to planet coordinates are easier and more accurate for visual use, particu-

larly under crescent illumination.
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From sextant and sextant-like measurements, directions can be determined with

accuracies, for instance, of the order of 50 microradians to targets with an additional

target feature positional accuracy of the order of 1000 meters. For distances greater

than 20, 000 kilometers the 50 microradians dominates. Closer to the planet, however,

navigation is limited by the location knowledge of the target features being used.

Each such angle measurement from the spacecraft provides a locus surface of

spacecraft position at the time of measurement. Several together, if made simultane-

ously, define position uniquely at the common loci intersedtion, as shown in Fig. H-3.

In this hypothetical situation we see that range information is determined indirectly

from the combination of direction data in a fashion not unlike triangulation, where

the baseline is the known distance and direction between the target features of the

planets. This also, in effect, is of the same nature as stadiometric ranging, made

by measuring the apparent diameter of a planet disk.

Measurements separated in time can provide the basis for velocity determination.

To obtain three components of position in the presence of spacecraft motion, one would

desire the simultaneous measurement of at least three directional components. Prac-

tical considerations make time sequential directional measurements easier, and no

direct computation of position or velocity is possible by purely geometric calculations.

Schemes such as used in Apollo and described in Part HI of this book depend upon the use of an

onboard computero programmed to accept the sequence of single coordinate navigation

data and the precise time each measurement occurred, t_ach datum point is received

and used to update and improve in an optimum fashion the six dimensional state vector

of the spacecraft recognizing the expected error in each measurement, the current

estimate of state vector error, and the motion constraints of the spacecraft in free fall.

Ground-Based and Spacecraft-Based Navigation Measurement Comparison - We can

compare the similarities and differences between navigation of a spacecraft in free fall

using earth-based tracking measurements and using vehicle-borne direction measure-

ments as follows:

A. The two categories of navigation measurement complement each other in that

earth-based tracking gives strong results along the line of sight from earth,

while onboard measurement can add strength across the line of sight. The

latter is particularly accurate at distances far from earth and with respect

to a target planet.

B. Both categories depend upon optimum processing of data points taken over a

period of time, recognizing known measurement uncertainties and spacecraft

motion as constrained by orbital mechanics. Both categories use the past

history of data to determine present position and velocity as limited by data

uncertainty and can predict future motion luther limited by the imperfect know-

ledge of the forces on the spacecraft due to the space environment.
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C. Availability of earth-basednavigationdata from a given station is dependent
uponthe spacecraftbeing sufficiently abovethe horizon for that station.
Spacecraft-basednavigationmeasurementsmust competefor control avail-
ability with other operations of the spacecraft.

D. Earth-basednavigationstations cansupport simultaneouslyonly a limited
numberof missions. Spacecraft-basedequipment, of course, is solely avail-
able for useof that mission.

E. Earth-basednavigationtracking facilities are most limited by economicfactor.'
in the attemptto gain more capability by the use of many large radio tracking
installations with complexcommunicationnetworks anddataprocessing cen-
ters. Spacecraft-basednavigationis limited more by the weight that canbe
carried in the sensorsanddata-processingcomputers onboard.

F. Earth-basednavigationtracking facilities havethe strong advantageof multi-
ple useandre-use in sequentialsupportof many types of missions. Space-
craft basednavigationequipmentis, in a sense, consumed,andonly in mis-
sions wherethe equipmentis recoveredwould re-use be possible.

G. Earth-basednavigationmeasurementsfail while the spacecraft is passingin
back of its target planet. This is unfortunate since efficient orbital insertion
and transearth orbital escapemaneuversalways occur in backof the moon
andhavea strong probability of beingout of sight for other planets.

H. Earth-basednavigation is vulnerable to enemyaction against military space-
craft. Spacecraft-basednavigationmeasurementcanbe strictly passivefor
military useandis invulnerable to jamming or sabotage.

ATTITUDE CONTROL(Rotational MeasurementandControl in Free-Fall Flight)

Attitude control is the process of aligning the spacecraft to a desired orientation
with respect to a suitable reference framework andin response to input commands. As
definedhere the operationof attitude control applies to free fall coastingflight only. The
diverse nature of the problem is seenin terms of: (i) the orientation requirements,
(b) the attitude sensingtechniques, (c) the nature of the disturbing torques, and (d) the
techniquesof applyingthe control torques. Thesewill be discussedbriefly to showthe
wide spectrumof problemsand solutions that appear in designingattitude control sys-
tems for spacecraft.

The orientation requirements are naturally a function of the vehicle' s mission and
the associatedoperatingconstraints:

A. Scientific payloadsof a radiation or field sensingnature generally have
pointingrequirements for the sensitive axis of the instrument. Oftenthese
aiming requirementsare not particularly stringent, but againothers suchas
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astronomical telescopes can require the utmost in accuracy and stability of

aiming.

B. Spacecraft management orientation constraints generally are of a low order of

accuracy. These include (i) aiming of solar cells for gathering energy to

support power consuming equipment, (2) aiming of communication, telemetry,

transponder, and beacon antennas toward earth, and (3) the maintenance of

thermal balance by controlling attitude with respect to the sun.

C. Navigation and guidance functions require attitude control arising from (i) the

need to point the operating field of the navigation sensors towards the desired

portion of the sky, and (2) the need for initial pointing of the rocket thrust axis

just prior to ignition for a trajectory correction or major maneuver.

This multitude of possible requirements can lead to impossible conflicting situa-

tions which are sometimes relieved only by mounting the lightweight instruments on

articulating gimbals to make them at least partially independent of spaceeraft attitude.

The attitude sensing function is also performed a number of ways:

A. In some cases radiation sensing instruments requiring pointing can be made to

track the sensed flux themselves by providing error signals to the control

system.

B. For earth orbital spacecraft the most common attitude sensing uses infrared

horizon detectors to indicate spacecraft orientation deviations from local

vertical. These, used in conjunction with a gyroscope reference, ean also

provide the attitude about the local vertical with respect to the orbital plane.

This process is similar to the earthbound gyrocompass in that the pendulum

is replaced by the horizon detectors and the earth' s rotation is replaced by

the rotation in orbit.

C. Basic attitude sensing for small cislunar and interplanetary vehicles most

often depends upon a sun seeker/tracker to set up a vehicle axis with respect

to the sun, combined with a star tracker offset by an adjustable angle to

acquire and track a star so as to provide attitude sensing about that sun line.

D. Once an orientation reference is established this can be maintained by the use

of gyroscopes to detect deviations from the reference. Gyroscopes also pro-

vide capability to meter orientation changes accurately from the attitude

established by other means.

The disturbance torques upset spacecraft orientation and cause the need for correction

from the control system:
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A. Lightweight vehicles canbeaffectedby the relatively weakforces associated
with the spaceenvironment. For spacecraftwith large unsymmetric sur-
faces with respect to the center of mass, radiation pressure from the sunis
a significant torque disturbance. Lightweightvehicles also may be affected
by interaction of electrical current loops or other spacecraftmagnetic sources
with the earth' s field. Electrostatic forces, unsymmetric atmosphericdrag,
andthe integrated effect of micrometeoroids havealso beensuggestedas a
sourceof disturbancetorques.

B. Vehicles havingonelong dimensionresulting in a wide difference in the prin-
cipal momentsof inertia canbe strongly affectedby differential gravity forces
whennear a massive planet.

C. Spacecraftwill experiencedisturbancetorques any time mass is thrown off.
This canoccur, for instance, by the boiloff venting of cryogenic fuel or
oxidizer or the offloadingof other wastes.

D. Relative acceleration of masseswithin the vehicle causea redistribution of
angular momentumarising from associatedtorques. Speedchangesof on-
boardrotating machinery, the pumpingor sloshing of fluids, or the process
of erection of solar panelsor antennasare examples. Onmannedcraft the
movementsof the crew causesignificant disturbance.

Control torques to counteractthesedisturbancesor to re-orient the vehicle can
utilize anyof three phenomena.

A. The weakforces associatedwiththe spaceenvironmentcanbe utilized in a
passiveor semipassiveattitude control. Self-aligning mechanismsbased
uponsolar radiation pressure, magneticfield torques, or gravity gradient
unbalancescanprovide weakbut often adequaterestoring torques to a stable
orientation satisfactory for somemissions. Someform of energydissipation
for dampingoscillations must beprovided.

B. Small reaction rocket enginesarrayed to provide suitable torque couplesde-
penduponangular momentumtransfer to the exhaustedgas. Theseare
usually chemicalor cold gas low thrust enginesdesignedfor manyon-off
cycles as demandedby the control loop. Control is characterized by pulsed
operationof the jet andlimit cycle oscillation aboutthe desired attitude.

C. Flywheel or gyroscopemomentumexchangesystems achievecontrol torque
by either accelerating a heavyflywheel or precessing a spinninggyro. Unlike
the jet or rocket systemsabove, only power is consumedandoperation is not
limited by the amountof working fluid carried. However, there is a capacity
limit in the sensethat there is a maximummomentumthat canbe storedby

f_
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practical speeds of heavy flywheels or gyrowheels. Thus, in application,

these momentum exchange systems are used in conjunction with periodic use

of a jet or other type of external torques to "desaturate" the system back

within its control range. Finally, a simple spin of the whole spacecraft itself

can often provide adequate simple means of stabilization.

The design of attitude control systems is complicated by a number of factors. The

classical equations of motion under assumptions of spacecraft rigidity are straight-

forward. But even though it is theoretically possible to predict the rotational motions

of the vehicle, a simple control system cannot make large rotational changes directly

when the desired axis of rotation does not coincide with one of the principal axes of

inertia. Usually the torquing axes are close to these principal axe and large rotational

maneuvers are made sequentially axis by axis. This is admittedly less efficient than a

hypothetical control system that would control to the shortest path achieved by applying

a single initial torque impulse on the necessary axis. This impulse would create that

angular momentum vector which will carry the vehicle into the desired orientation by

free tumbling rotation where a second impulse could stop it.

The energy used in a rotational maneuver is directly a function of the speed with

which the maneuver must be accomplished. Rather than build up kinetic energy in a fast

turn only to cancel it again at the destination orientation with an opposite impulse, the

designers tend towards very slow rotation rates for the large turns when mission re-

quirements permit.

Another complicating factor occurs when the spacecraft carries a significant mass

of fluid fuel. A practical attitude control cannot measure the angular momentum con-

tribution of this fluid since its loose coupling to spacecraft allows it independent motion.

Again the theoretically most efficient application of control torque cannot be achieved by

simple attitude control systems.

Reaction jet control engines are characterized by fixed torque levels during firing

and a wearout or lifetime limit on the number or duration of individual firings. Since

disturbance torques are generally less than the available control torque, the attitude

control system provides on-off cycles of firing resulting in a limit cycle oscillation

about the desired orientation. The total jet fuel used and the number of on-off cycles

should be minimized by optimization of the control system.

THRUST VECTOR CONTROL (Rotational Measurement and Control During

Accelerated Flight)

Thrust vector stabilization and control is the closed-loop process which (1) keeps

the vehicle attitude from tumbling under the high forces of engine firing and (2) accepts

turning or guidance steering commands to change the direction of engine-caused ac-

celeration.
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Figure 11-4 illustrates a generalization of acceleration vector stabilization and

control. In order to illustrate the variations possible, the boxes in the figure may con-

tain one or more of the aspects listed with "dot" prefix adjacent to the boxes. These

systems are characterized by appropriate feedback to provide a stable control of angle

or angular velocity of the thrusting vehicle. The loop also accepts input steering com-

mands from guidance to achieve a particular desired thrust direction.

The design constraints on thrust vector stabilization and control systems repre-

sented by Fig. 11-4 vary considerably. The figure lists typical variations possible in the

spacecraft body dynamics and the torque producing control devices. Most of these char-

acteristics are not only gross nonlinearities but are time variant and interacting as well.

The design if further complicated by necessary constraints on dynamic response to

inputs and disturbances. It is usually restricted by allowable limits on angular accelera-

tion, angle of attack, and other variables depending on structural and controllability

considerations. All this and the usual concern about reliability, weight, cost, etc.

makes design particularly difficult.

GUIDANCE (Translation Measurement and Control During Accelerated Flight)

Guidance is the process of measurement and computation necessary to provide

steering s_gnals to the thrust vector control system and signals to modulate engine thrust

level in order to achieve vehicle acceleration to a desired trajectory. Modulation of

engine thrust level in the more common case of a non-throttleable engine consists only

of turn-on and cutoff commands.

Earth-Based Tracking Guidance - Powered steering of some of the early USA

ballistic missiles and of workhorse spacecraft launch vehicles used ground tracking data

in a radio command guidance illustrated in Fig. II-5. This type of guidance is charac-

terized by a continuous ground tracking monitor of position and velocity changes during

the powered phases and a radio command to the vehicle to change the direction of thrust

appropriately - and finally to signal thrust termination. A basic requirement is an at-

titude reference system carried aboard the vehicle. This is illustrated in Fig. II-5 as

the attitude feedback, implemented with gyros for instance, as part of the thrust vector

control system.

Far from the earth, delays occur associated with necessary longer smoothing of

the noisier tracking signals and delays associated with the finite speed of electromag-

netic propagation. For deep space spacecraft requiring short burn trajectory correc-

tions of moderate accuracy these delays are not significant since the ground command

need only specify the direction and length of burn required. However, for precise, long

duration maneuvers the thrust vector control alone cannot assure accuracy in metering

the direction or magnitude of the specified velocity change. And far from the earth the

mentioned delays in the receipt of the steering commands make loop closure corrections

-L
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of questionableeffectiveness. Here inertial guidanceis the only practical methodof
poweredsteering control.

On-Board Inertial Guidance - Inertial guidance, Fig. II-6, is based upon measure-

ments of vehicle motion using self-contained instruments which do not depend upon radia-

tion sensing. In every inertial guidance system three types of measurements are made

involving distinctive instruments: (1) angular rate or direction using gyroscopic devices,

(2) linear acceleration using restrained test masses in accelerometers, and (3) time

using precision reference frequency sources. The integration with time of the sensed

acceleration in the indicated direction with proper recognition of known gravity field

forces is the essence of the navigation portion of inertial guidance. The implied proc-

esses are accomplished in a computer with the result of generating corrective steering

commands to the thrust vector control system. Since inertial guidance of the type

described can only integrate vehicle motion into changes in position, velocity, and orien-

tation, accurate initial conditions are required in these parameters before the accel-

erated guidance phase is started. Initial conditions in position and velocity are provided

by navigation prior to the accelerated phase. Initial conditions in orientation come from

the attitude control systems or directly from stellar references.

One well-debated problem with inertial guidance is the presence of an increasing

error of the inertially derived orientation and navigation with time. When an error in

the gyro data, commonly called gyro drift, is processed in the computer the direction

of the controlled acceleration is in error. When an error in the acceleration sensing

exists, again the direction of acceleration as well as magnitude of acceleration and the

controlled length of motor burning are affected undesirably. However, due to the moti-

vation to perfect inertial instruments for their well adapted use in military guidance and

navigation, the technology is advanced to the point that inertial guidance performance

can be kept well ahead of needs for spacecraft missions in controlling accelerated flight.

Furthermore, spacecraft inertial guidance can be tolerant of error, in the sense that

errors in the resulting trajectory usually can be measured later by navigation and cor-

rected with a short burn of the propulsion.

It is perhaps pertinent to examine these last statements with respect to two pro-

pulsion situations, which undoubtedly will exist in the future. The first is that of the

high specific impulse, low thrust electric engines. Here the very low thrust to mass

ratio requires long periods of controlled engine operation - measured in weeks. In such

long periods, inertial guidance measurement alone without recourse to periodic external

navigation measurements would be unacceptable, even if the inertial sensing were per-

fect. The inertial system cannot sense the perturbations in trajectory caused by the

imperfectly known gravitation forces. Such systems then require periodic navigation by

onboard or ground-tracking measurements. It is doubtful whether these navigation checks

would be needed any more often than during the coasting free-fall phases with the more
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The secondfuture propulsion situation is that whichwill exist with highthrust
nuclear rockets providing more abundanttotal impulse. In this realm, mission times
will be shortenedby longer burning to higher interplanetary velocities than permitted

with current chemical engines. In spite of the larger velocity changes to be measured

during thrust by the inertial sensing, the dramatic shortening of the subsequent time of

flight is enough to decrease required measurement precision for the same accuracy in

arrival at the destination planet or orbit.
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CHAPTERII-2

GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL TASKS IN THE APOLLO MISSION

Much insight into problems of space flight has been gained from the extensive study

and hardware development during the last four years in the Apollo program for a manned

lunar landing. Using Apollo as an example, specific spacecraft guidance, navigation,

and control tasks are illustrated in this chapter.

Lunar Orbit Insertion (lO_ Lunar Orbit (ll)
-7/

Ascentand _ Descent

Transearth (22l / _'%._.._._Tran searth

Earth Atmospheric "_ = / _ Injection (],E) z.J
Entry and _ ,/ Descent and

Landing (5) ff _Earth Orbit (5) / Landing

/ ___ y Translunar (7,8.9)

Earth Launch
(2, 3,4) Translunar I njectlon (6)

Fig. II-7 The Overall Apollo Mission

The overall Apollo mission trajectory is summarized above. The heavy lines

correspond to the short accelerated maneuvers which are separated by the much longer

free coasting phases. The trajectory on this figure is purposefully distorted, as is

also some of the following figures, in order to show features of the phases more clearly.

The numbers on this figure relate to the following mission phase subdivisions:
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Velocity, Mission Parameters

• 2. Gyro SystemsAlignment

Fig. II-8 Phase i - Prelaunch

The prelaunch phase includes an intensive and intricate schedule of activity to

prepare and verify the equipment for flight. Automatic programmed checkout equipment

perform the exhaustive tests of the major subassemblies.

During the final countdown, testing continues. Activity of interest here concerns

the preparation of the two operating sets of guidance equipment for the launch. The Sat-

urn guidance equipment located in the Saturn Instrument Unit will control the launch

vehicle. The Apollo guidance equipment located in the Command Module (CM), where

the crew of three lie in their protective couches will provide a monitor of Saturn guidance

during launch. A third set of guidance equipment located in the Lunar Excursion Module

(LEM), which is inside the protective LEM adapter is used later near the moon.

Ground support equipment communicates directly with the Saturn and Apollo C.M

guidance computers to read in initial conditions and mission and trajectory constants as

they vary as a function of countdown status. Both sets of inertial guidance sensors are

aligned to a common vertical and launch azimuth framework. The vertical is achieved

in both cases by erection loops sensing gravity. Azimuth in Saturn is measured optically

from the ground and controlled by means of an adjustable prism mounted on the slab[_.

member. Azimuth in Apollo is aligned optically on board by the astronauts and held by

gyro compassing action. During countdown, both systems are tied to an earth frame

reference. Just before liftoff, both systems respond to signals to release the coordinate

frames simultaneously from the earth reference to the non-rotating inertial reference Io

be used during boost flight.
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Fig. II-9 Phase 2 - Earth Launch First Stage

During first stage flight the Saturn guidance system controls the vehicle by

swiveling the outer four rocket engines. During the initial vertical flight the vehicle is

rolled from its launch azimuth to the flight path azimuth. Following this the Saturn

guidance controls the vehicle in an open loop pre-programmed pitch designed to pass

safely through the period of high aerodynamic loading. Inertial sensed acceleration

signals are not used during this phase to guide to desired path, but rather the lateral

aecelerometers help control the vehicle to stay within the maximum allowed angle of

attack. Stable control is achieved in overcoming the effects of flexure bending, fuel

slosh, and aerodynamic loading by the use of properly located sensors and control net-

works.

Both the Saturn and Apollo Command Module guidance systems continuously mea-

sure vehicle motion and compute position and velocity. In addition, the Apollo system

compares the actual motion history with that to be expected from the Saturn control

equations so as to generate an error display to the crew. This and many other sensing

and display arrangements monitor the flight. If abort criteria indicate, the crew can

fire the launch escape system. This is a rocket attached on a tower to the top of the

command module to lift it rapidly away from the rest of the vehicle. Parachutes are

later deployed for the landing.

In a normal flight the first stage is allowed to burn to near complete fuel depletion

as sensed by fuel level meters before first stage engine shutdown is commanded.
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[] NAVIGATION

• Inertial Updatingoi Positionand Velocity

Fig. II-i0 Phase 3 - Earth Launch Second Stage

Shortly after the initial fuel settling ullage and the firing of second stage thrust,

the aerodynamic pressure reduces to zero as the vehicle passes out of the atmosphere.

At this time the launch escape system is jettisoned. Aborts now, if necessary, would

normally be accomplished using the Apollo Service Module propulsion to accelerate the

Command Module away from the rest of the vehicle.

Since the problems of aerodynamic structure loading are unimportant in second

stage flight, the Saturn guidance system now steers the vehicle towards the desired

orbital insertion conditions using propellant optimizing guidance equations. Thrust

control is achieved by swiveling the outer four engines of the second stage.

During second stage flight the Apollo _Command Module guidance system continues

to compute vehicle position and velocity. Also this system computes any of several

other possible parameters of the flight to be displayed to the crew for monitoring pur-

poses. In addition, the free-fall time to atmospheric entry and the corresponding entry

peak acceleration are displayed to allow the crew to judge the abort conditions existing.
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Fig. II-11 Phase 4 - Earth Launch Third Stage

The third Saturn stage or SIVB has a single engine for main propulsion which is

gimballed for thrust vector control. Roll control is achieved by use of the SIVB roll

attitude control thrusters.

The Saturn guidance system continues to steer the vehicle to orbital altitude and

speed. When orbit is achieved, the main SIVB propulsion is shut down.

During second and third stage boost flight, the Apollo Command Module has the

capability, on astronaut option, to take over the SIVB stage guidance function if the

Saturn guidance system indicates failure. If this switchover occurs, the mission pre-

sumably could be continued. More drastic failures would require an abort using the

Service Module propulsion. In this case the Apollo computer is programmed to provide

several abort trajectories: (1) immediate safe return to earth, (2) return to a designated

landing site, or (3) abort into orbit for later return to earth.

SIVB engine shutdown occurs about 12 minutes after liftoff at 185 km altitude near

circular orbit.

} )
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• Ground BasedTracking FOR TRANSLUNAR INJECTION
• On-boardLandmarkSighting

Fig. II-12 Phase 5 - Earth Orbit

The Apollo spacecraft configuration remains attached to the Saturn SIVB stage in

earth orbit. The Saturn system controls attitude by on-off commands to two of the

small fixed attitude thrusters for pitch and to four more shared for yaw and roll.

Ground tracking navigation data telemetered from the Manned Space Flight Net-

work (MSFN) stations is available to correct the position and velocity of the Saturn navi-

gation system and provide navigation data for the Apollo navigation system. In Apollo

the crew also can make onboard navigation measurements for onboard determination of

the ephemeris by making landmark or horizon direction sightings using a special optical

system. The Apollo inertial equipment alignment will also be updated by star sightings

with the same optical system. For these measurements the crew has manual command

control of attitude through the Saturn system. Normally, limited roll maneuvers are re-

quired to provide optical system visability to both stars and earth.

The Apollo onboard navigation measurements include accelerometer measurement

of the small thrust occurring during the pressure venting of the cryogenic propellant

tanks of the SIVB.

Typically, the earth orbital phase lasts for several hours before the crew signals

the Saturn system to initiate the translunar injection at the next opportunity.
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Fig. II=13 Phase 6 - Translunar Injection

Translunar injection is performed using a second burn of the Saturn SIVB propul-

sion, preceeded, of course, by an ullage maneuver using the small thrusters. Saturn

guidance and control systems again provide the necessary steering and thrust vector

control to the near parabolic velocity which for crew safety considerations puts the

vehicle on a so-called "free return" trajectory to the moon. The system aims to this

trajectory which ideally is constrained to pass in back of the moon and return to earth

entry conditions without additional propulsion.

As before, the Apollo guidance system independently generates appropriate param-

eters for display to the crew for monitoring purposes. It is recognized that a display of

a large error by Apollo does not necessarily indicate Saturn system malfunction because

an error in Apollo system operation could instead be the fault. The identification of the

failed system may be indicated by another of the available displays or by ground tracking

information relayed to the crew. If the Saturn guidance system indicates failure, steering

takeover by the Apollo is possible without need for aborting the mission.

The translunar injection thrusting maneuver continues for slightly over 5 minutes

duration before the SIVB stage is commanded its final shutdown.
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Fig. II-14 Phase 7 - Transposition and Docking

The spacecraft configuration injected onto the translunar free-fall path must be re-

assembled for the remaining operations.

The astronaut pilot separates the Command and Service Modules (CSM) from the

LEM which is housed inside the adapter in front of the SIVB stage. H e then turns around

the CSM for docking to the LEM. To do this the pilot has a three-axis left-hand transla-

tion controller and a three-axis right-hand rotational controller. Output signals from

these controllers are processed to modulate appropriately the firing of the 16 low thrust

reaction control jets for the maneuver. The normal response from the translation con-

troller is proportional vehicle acceleration in the indicated direction. The normal re-

sponse from the rotational controller is proportional vehicle angular velocity about the

indicated axis.

During the separation and turnaround maneuver of the CSM, the SIVB control sys-

tem holds the LEM attitude stationary. This allows for a simple docking maneuver of

the command module to the LEM docking hatch. The SIVB, Saturn instrument unit, and

LEM adapter are staged to leave the Apollo spacecraft in the translunar configuration.

Final docking is complete less than 6.5 hours from liftoff at the launching pad.
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Fig. II-15 Phase 8 - Translunar Coast

Very soon after injection into the translunar free-fall coast phase, navigation

measurements are made and processed to examine the acceptability of the trajectory.

These data will probably indicate the need for an early midcourse maneuver to correct

error in the flight path before it propagates with time into larger values which would

needlessly waste correction maneuver fuel.

Once this first correction is made - perhaps a couple of hours from injection - the

navigation activity on board can proceed at a more leisurely pace. Ground tracking data

can be telemetered to the craft anytime it is available. Using this ground data and/or

onboard sextant type of landmark to star angle measurements the onboard computer can

correct the knowledge of the spacecraft state vector - position and velocity.

The astronaut navigator can examine with the help of the computer each datum

input available - whether from ground tracking telemetered to the craft or taken on

board - to see how it could change the indicated position and velocity before he accepts

it into the computer state vector correction program. In this way the effects of mistakes

in data gathering or transmission can be minimized.
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Fig. II-16 Phase 9 - Midcourse Corrections

The navigator will examine periodically the computer' s estimate of indicated un-

certainty in position and velocity and the estimate of indicated velocity correction re-

quired to improve the present trajectory. If the indicated position and velocity uncer-

tainty is suitably small and the indicated correction is large enough to be worth the effort

in making, then the crew will prepare for the indicated midcourse correction. Each

midcourse velocity correction will first require initial spacecraft orientation to put the

estimated direction of the thrust axis along the desired acceleration direction. Once

thrust direction is aimed, the rocket is fired under measurement and control of the guid-

ance system. Use of the guidance system requires the inertial measurement system be

aligned. This latter is done by optical star direction sightings.

Typical midcourse corrections are expected to be of the order of i0 meters/sec.

If the required correction happens to be very small, it would be made by using the small

reaction control thrusters. Larger corrections would be made with a short burn of the

main service propulsion rocket. It is expected that about three of these midcourse ve-

locity corrections will be made on the way to the moon. The direction and magnitude of

each will adjust the trajectory so that the moon is finally approached near a desired

plane and pericynthian altitude which provides for satisfactory conditions for the lunar

orbit insertion.
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Fig. 11-17 Phase 10 - Lunar Orbit Insertion

For lunar orbit insertion, as with all normal thrusting maneuvers using the ser-

vice propulsion of the spacecraft, the inertial guidance system is first aligned using star

sightings. Then the system generates initial conditions and steering parameters based

upon the navigation measure of position and velocity and the requirements of the ma-

neuver. The guidance initiates engine turn-on, controls the direction of the acceleration

appropriately, and signals engine shut-down when the maneuver is complete.

The lunar orbit insertion maneuver is intended to put the spacecraft in a near

circular orbit of approximately 150 km altitude. The plane of the orbit is selected to

pass over the landing region on the front of the moon.
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Fig. II-18 Phase 11 - Lunar Orbit

In lunar orbit, navigation measurements are made to update the knowledge of the

actual orbital motions. The navigation measurement data are processed in the computer

using much of the same program as in the translunar phase. Several sources of data

are possible. Direction measurement to lunar landmarks or horizons and earth based

radio tracking telemetered data are similar to the measurements used earlier in the

flight in earth orbit. Because of the lack of lunar atmosphere, occultation time events

of identified stars by the lunar limb are easily made measurements. Orbital period

measurements are available by timing successive passages over the same terrain feature

or successive occultations of the same star. Sufficient measurements must be made to

provide accurate initial conditions for the guidance system in the LEM for its controlled

descent to the lunar surface. Before separation of the LEM, this landing area is ex-

amined by the crew using the magnifying optics in the command module. At this time,

direction measurements to a particular surface feature can relate a desired landing site

or area to the existing indicated orbital ephemeris in the computer. These particular

landing coordinates become part of the LEM guidance system initial conditions received

from the command module.

After two of the crew transfer to the LEM and separate from the Command and

Service Module (CSM), the remaining man in the CSM will continue orbital navigation

as necessary to keep sufficient accuracy in the indicated CSM position and velocity.
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Fig. II-19 Phase 12 - LEM Descent Orbit Injection

The LEM guidance system will have been turned on and received a checkout

earlier in lunar orbit before separation and received initial conditions from the CSM.

Starting about twenty minutes before initiation of the LEM descent injection maneuver

the vehicles are separated, the LEM guidance system receives final alignment from

star sightings, and the attitude for the maneuver is assumed. The maneuver is made

using the LEIVI descent stage propulsion under control of the LEM guidance system.

During the short burn, the throttling capability of the descent engine is exercised as a

check of its operation. The maneuver is a 30 meter per second velocity change to re-

duce the velocity from the 1600 meter/sec orbital velocity for a near Hohmann transfer

to a 15 km altitude pericynthian which is timed to occur at a range of about 370 kilom-

eters short of the final landing area.
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Fig. 11-20 Phase 13 - LEM Descent Orbit Coast

During the free fall phases of the LEM descent, the CSM can make tracking mea-

surements of the LEM direction for confirmation of LEM orbit with respect to the CM.

For that part of the trajectory in the front of the moon the earth tracking can also pro-

vide an independent check. The LEM, during appropriate parts of this coasting orbit,

will check the operation of its radar equipment. The directional tracking and ranging

operation of the Rendezvous Radar is checked against the radar transponder on the CSM.

This also provides data to the LEM computer for an added descent orbit check. At

lower altitudes the LEM landing radar on the descent stage is operated for checks using

the moon surface return. Alignment updating of the LEM guidance system can be per-

formed if desired.

The CM from orbit can monitor this phase of the LEM descent using the tracking

systems and onboard computer.

As pericynthian is approached, the proper LEM attitude for the powered descent

phase is achieved by signals from the guidance system.
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Fig. II-21 Phase 14 - LEM Powered Descent Braking Phase

This phase starts at the 15 kilometer altitude pericynthian of the descent coast

phase. The descent engine is re-ignited, and this velocity and altitude reducing ma-

neuver is controlled by the LEM inertial guidance system.

The descent stage engine is capable of thrust level throttling over the range

necessary to provide initial braking and to provide controlled hover above the lunar sur-

face. Engine throttle setting is commanded by the guidance system to achieve proper

path control although the pilot can override this signal if desired.

Thrust vector direction control of the descent stage is achieved by a combination

of body-fixed reaction jets and limited gimballing of the engine. The engine gimbal angles

follow guidance commands in a slow loop so as to cause the thrust direction to pass

through the vehicle center of gravity. This minimizes the need for continuous fuel

wasting torques from the reaction jets.

During all phases of the descent the operations of the various systems are moni-

tored. The mission could be aborted for a number of reasons. If the primary guidance

system performing the descent control is still operating satisfactorily, it would control

the abort back to rendezvous with the CSM. If the primary guidance system has failed,

a simple independent abort guidance system can steer the vehicle back to conditions for

rendezvous.

For a normal mission, the braking phase continues until the altitude drops to about

4 kilometers or so. Then maidance control and trajectory enter the final approach operation.

.' / /
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Fig. II-22 Phase 15 - LEM Powered Descent Final Approach

One significant feature of this phase is that the controlled trajectory is selected to

provide visability of the landing area to the LEM crew. The vehicle attitude, descent

rate, and direction of flight are all essentially constant so that the landing point being

controlled by the guidance appears fixed with relation to the window. A simple reticle

pattern in the window, as shown, indicates this landing point in line with the number

indicated by computer display. The pilot may observe that the landing point being in-

dicated is in an area of unsatisfactory surface features with relation to other areas near-

by. He can then elect to select a new landing point for the computer control by turning

the vehicle about the thrust axis until the reticle intersects the better area. He then hits

a "mark" button to signal the computer, reads the reticle number which is in line with

this area into the computer, and then allows the guidance to redirect the path appro-

priately. This capability allows early change of landing area and fuel efficient control

to the new area which otherwise might have to be performed wastefully later during hover.

Automatic guidance control during the terminal phase uses weighted combinations

of inertial sensing and landing radar data, the weighting depending upon expected uncer-

tainties in the measurements. The landing radar include altitude measurement and a

three-beam doppler measurement of three components of LEM velocity with respect to

the lunar surface.
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Fig. 11-23 Phase 16 - Landing and Touchdown

At any point in the landing the pilot can elect to take over partial or complete con-

trol of the vehicle. For instance, one logical mixed mode would have altitude descent

rate controlled automatically by modulation of the thrust magnitude and pilot manual con-

trol of attitude for maneuvering horizontally.

The final approach phase will end near the lunar surface, and the spacecraft will

enter a hover phase. This phase can have various possibilities of initial altitude and for-

ward velocity depending upon mission groundrules, pilot option, and computer program

yet to be decided. Descent stage fuel allowance provides for approximately two minutes

of hover before touchdown must be accomplished or abort on the ascent stage initiated.

The crew will make final selection of the landing point and maneuver to it either by tilting

the vehicle or by operating the reaction jets for translation acceleration. The inertial

system altitude and velocity computation is updated by the landing radar so that as touch-

down is approached good data are available from the inertial sensors as the flying dust

and debris caused by the rocket exhaust degrade radar and visual information. Touch-

down must be made with the craft near vertical and at sufficiently low velocity.

/_j
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Fig. II-24 Phase 17 - Lunar Surface Operations

The period on the moon will naturally include considerable activity in exploration,

experimentation, and sample gatherings. Also during this stay time, LEM spacecraft

systems will be checked and prepared for the return. The ephemeris of the CSM in

orbit is continually updated and the information relayed to the LEM crew and computer.

The LEM rendezvous radar also can track the CSM as it passes overhead to provide

further data upon which to base the ascent guidance parameters. The inertial guidance

gets final alignment from optical star direction sightings prior to the start of ascent.

The vertical components of this alignment could also be achieved by aceelerometer

sensing of lunar gravity in a vertical erection loop. Liftoff must be timed to achieve the

desired trajectory for rendezvous with the CSM.
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Fig. 11-25 Phase 18 - LEM Ascent

Normal direct ascent launches are timed and controlled to cutoff conditions re-

suiting in a coasting intercept with the CSM. Emergency launches from the lunar sur-

face can be initiated at any time by entering a holding orbit at low altitude until the

phasing is proper for transfer to the CSM. A desirable constraint on all ascent powered

maneuvers as well as abort maneuvers during the landing is that the following coasting

trajectory be near enough circular so as to be clear of intersection with the lunar sur-

face. This is a safety consideration to allow for the possibility of failure of the engine

to restart. If the LEM engine thus fails, the LEM can then safely coast until a pickup

maneuver by the CSM is accomplished.

The initial part of the ascent trajectory is a vertical rise followed by pitchover as

commanded by the guidance equations. The ascent engine maneuvers are under the con-

trol of the LEM inertial guidance system. The engine has a fixed mounted nozzle.

Thrust vector control is achieved by operation of the sixteen reaction jets which are

mounted on the ascent stage. The engine thrust cannot be throttled but the necessary

signals from guidance will terminate burning when a suitable rendezvous coast trajectory

is achieved.
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Fig. II-26 Phase 19 - Midcourse Rendezvous

If the launch point lies in the plane of the CSM orbit, efficient ascending coasting

trajectories would cover 180 degrees central angle to the rendezvous point. Several

effects will cause the launch point to be removed from the CSM plane resulting in tra-

jectories either somewhat more or somewhat less than 180 degrees.

Immediately after injection into the ascending coasting rendezvous trajectory, the

rendezvous radar on the LEM will start making direction and range measurements to the

CSM upon which the LEM computer will base its navigation using a process almost

identical to that used in navigation of the midcourse phase between earth and moon.

From this navigation the LEM computer will determine small velocity corrections to be

made by LEM reaction control jets to establish the collision or intercept trajectory with

the CSM more accurately. These corrections willbe made as often as the radar based

navigation measurements justify. The coasting continues until the range to the CSM is

reduced to approximately 10 kilometers when the terminal rendezvous phase begins.
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Fig. II-27 Phase 20 - Terminal Rendezvous and Docking

The terminal rendezvous phase consists of a series of braking thrust maneuvers

under control of the LEM guidance system which uses data from its inertial sensors and

the rendezvous radar. The objective of these operations is to reduce the velocity of the

LENI relative to the CSM to zero at a point near the CSM. This leaves the pilot in the

LEM in a position to initiate a manual docking with the CSM using the translation and

rotation control of the LEM reaction jets.

Although these maneuvers would normally be done with the LEM, propulsion or

control problems in the LEM could require the CSM to take the active role.

After final docking the LEM crew transfer to the CSM and the LEM is then jettisoned

and abandoned in lunar orbit.
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Fig. II-28 Phase 21 - Transearth Injection

Navigation measurements made while in lunar orbit determine the proper initial

conditions for transearth injection. These are performed as before using onboard and

ground-based tracking data as available.

The guided transearth injection maneuver is made normally under the control of

the primary inertial guidance system. Several backup means are available to cover pos-

sible failures in the primary system. The injection maneuver is controlled to put the

spacecraft on a free-fall coast to satisfactory entry conditions near earth. The time of

midcourse transearth coast must be adjusted by the injection to account for earth' s ro-

tation motion of the recovery area and as limited by the entry maneuver capability.

,(
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Fig. II-29 Phase 22 - Transearth Coast

The transearth coast is very similar to the translunar coast phase. During the

long coasting phases going to and from the moon the systems and crew must control the

spacecraft orientation as required. Typical midcourse orientation constraints are those

to assure the high gain communication antenna is within its gimbal limits to point to earth

or that the spacecraft attitude is not held fixed to the local heating effect of the sun for

too long a period.

During the long periods of free-fall flight going to and from the moon when the

inertial measurement system is not being used for controlling velocity corrections, the

• inertial system is turned off to conserve power supply energy.

Onboard and ground-based measurements provide for navigation upon which is based

a series - normally three - of midcourse correction maneuvers during transearth flight.

The aim point of these corrections is the center of the safe earth entry corridor suitable

for the desired landing area. This safe corridor is expressed as a variation of approxi-

mately _-32 kilometers in the vacuum perigee. A too-high entry could lead to an uncon-

trolled skipout of the atmosphere; a too-low entry might lead to atmospheric drag ac-

celerations exceeding the crew tolerance.

After the final safe entry conditions are confirmed by the navigation before entry

phase starts, the inertial guidance is aligned, the Service Module is jettisoned, and the

initial entry attitude of the Command Module is achieved.
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Fig. 11-30 Phase 23 - Earth Atmospheric Entry

Initial control of entry attitude is achieved by guidance system commands to the

12 reaction jets on the command module surface. As the atmosphere is entered, aero-

dynamic forces create torques determined by the shape and center of mass location. If

initial orientation was correct, these torques are in a direction towards a stable trim

orientation with heat shield forward and flight path nearly parallel to one edge of the

conical surface. The control system now operates the reaction jets to damp out oscilla-

tion about this trim orientation. The resulting angle of attack of the entry shape causes

an aerodynamic lift force which can be used for entry path control by rolling the vehicle

about the wind axis under control of the guidance system. Range control is achieved by

rolling so that an appropriate component of that lift is either up or down as required.

Track or across range control is achieved by alternately choosing as required the side

the horizontal lift component appears.

The early part of the entry guidance is concerned with the safe reduction of the high

velocity through the energy dissipation effect of the drag forces. Later at lower velocity

the objective of controlling to the earth recovery landing area is included in the guidance.

This continues until velocity is reduced and position achieved for deployment of a drag

parachute. Final letdown is normally by three parachutes to a water landing.
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CHAPTERII-3

GUIDANCE,NAVIGATION,ANDCONTROLINSTRUMENTATIONIN APOLLO

Thechoiceof sensorsanddataprocessorsfor guidance,navigation,andcontrol
usedin Apollo is governedbythenatureof the spacecraftandits missionasdescribed
in thepreviouschapter. TwoApollodesignguidelineswill bementionedat theoutset.

First, althoughfull usewill bemadeof all earth-basedhelp, the spacecraftsys-
temsare designedto havethe capabilityof completingthe missionandreturningwithout
theuseof earth-basedtracking dataor computationsupport. This providesprotection
againstcritical lackof earthcoverageor failure in communication.However,earth-
baseddatawill beavailablemostof thetime whichwill besupportedby measurements
from theonboardequipment.

Thesecondguidelinerecognizesthediversenatureof themissionandthevaria-
tions in spacecraftconfiguration. Theguidance,navigation,andcontrol equipmentis
designedto providea greatdealof flexibility in its utilization. This is manifestin the
fact that identicalsubsystemsare usedin thetwoindependentsystemscontrollingthe
commandmoduleandthelunar excursionmodule. This flexibility extendsalsoto the
developmentof thenecessaryoperationequationsexpressedin theflight computerpro-
grams. Theunifiedapproachof theseto handlethevariousthrustingandcoastingcom-
putationchoreswith a universalcompactset of programsis describedin Part III.
In this chapterwewill describethe selectionanddesignof hardware.

INERTIALMEASUREMENTSYSTEM

Thechoiceof inertial guidanceover radio commandguidancecanbeeasily
justified ... perhapsmostdramaticallyby recognitionof the velocity changemaneuvers
whichnecessarilymustoccur in backof themoon. Herethe guidancemeasurements
must bemadeby onboardsensorsduringthelunar orbit insertionandescapemaneuvers
out of sightof theearthwheregrounddataare notavailable. Evenwereit not for the
fact that theearth is blind with respectto thesemaneuvers,it is extremelydoubtful
radio commandcouldfunctionfor largevelocity changemaneuversat lunar distances.

Thechoiceof inertial guidancemechanizationmightnotbe soobvious. Thetwo
major configurationsfor inertial measurementsare: (1)gyro stabilizedgimbal-mounted
platform and(2)vehicleframe mountedsensors. Eachhasadvantages.
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The gyro stabilized gimballed platform has had many years of success and ex-

perienced gained primarily by its use in guidance of military ballistic missiles. It

clearly has most superior performance due, in large part, because the gyros and ae-

celerometers are kept non-rotating by the isolation provided by the gimbals and their

servos. Finally, the outputs are in a convenient form. Vehicle attitude Euler angles

appear directly as the angles of the gimbals. Acceleration measurement appears di-

rectly as components in the non-rotating coordinate frame of the stable member

'_latform".

Alternately, the vehicle frame or body-mounted inertial sensors offer promise of

dramatic savings in size, weight, and convenience in mounting. Unlike the gyros on the

girnballed system whieh merely must indicate the small deviations from initialattitude

for closed loop gimbal control, the body-mounted gyros must measure precisely the

whole angular velocity experienced by the vehicle. Moreover, problems are introduced

in achieving good gyro and accelerometer performance because of this large angular

velocity the units must tolerate about all axes. Finally the outputs are not always in a

direct useful form. Angular orientation of the vehicle is indicated only by properly

transforming and integrating the body-fixed coordinates of angular motion indicated by

the gyros into either an Euler angle set or a matrix of direction cosines. With either of

these, the body-mounted accelerometer signals can be resolved from the rotating space-

craft coordinates into an inertial frame. All these calculations require a computer of

considerable speed and accuracy to prevent accumulation of excessive error.

The choice made in Apollo for both the Command Module and LEM spacecrafts was

the use of the girnbal stabilized member mounting of the sensors for the primary sys-

tems. The superior demonstrated performance provides a conservative margin of safety

in economical use of rocket fuel for the major mission completion maneuvers. The

secondary backup or abort guidance systems in each spacecraft, however, capitalize

upon the size and convenient installation advantages of body-mounted sensors. Here the

more modest performance is quite ample for the crew safety abort maneuvers in case of

primary guidance system failure.

The Apollo primary guidance gimbal system - or IMU for Inertial Measurement

Unit - is shown schematically in Fig. II-31. This IMU is seen to carry three single-

degree-of-freedom gyros which provide necessary error signals to stabilize in space the

orientation of the inner member by servo drives on each axis. There are three of these

rotational axes of the gimbal system as shown in the figure. A three degree of gimbal

system such as this can present problems due to a phenomena called "gimbal lock".

Gimbal lock would occur when the outer axis is carried by spacecraft motion to be

parallel to the inner axis. In this position, all three axes of gimbal freedom lie in a

plane and no axis is in a direction to absorb instantaneously rotation about an axis per-

pendicular to this plane. Thus, at gimbal lock the inner stable member can be pulled
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off of its space alignment. Even though a three-degree-of-freedom gimbal system

allows geometrically any relative orientation, the required outer gimbal angular accel-

eration needed at gimbal lock to maintain stabilization will exceed servo capability.

One direct solution to gimbal lock problems is to add a fourth gimbal and axis of

freedom which can be driven so as to keep the other three axes from getting near a

common plane. However, the cost in complexity and weight for a fourth gimbal is con-

siderable. Fortunately, in Apollo the operations with the IMU are such that girnbal lock

can be easily avoided, and a simple three-degree-of-freedom girnbal system is entirely

satisfactory. This will be made clear in the following paragraph.

The Apollo IMU will normally be turned off during all long coasting periods not

requiring its use. This is done primarily to save power and corresponding fuel cell

battery reactant. {Reactant savings of the order of 20 kilograms have been estimated. )

For this reason, the guidance system provides for inflight inertial system alignment

against star references before the start of each accelerated phase of the mission. This

allows the inner stable member alignment to be chosen for each use in the most logical

orientation. Simplifications can result in the computer generation of steering commands

if the "X" accelerometer axis on the stable member is aligned in some direction near

parallel to the expected thrust (or entry atmospheric drag). This happens also to be

optimum with respect to inertial sensor measurement error effects in velocity measure-

ment. Since the X accelerometer is perpendicular to the inner gimbal axis, the direc-

tion of this inner axis can be chosen as required. For each mission phase involving

rocket burning or atmospheric drag, the trajectory and the thrust or drag lie fairly

close to some fixed plane. The inner gimbal axis is then aligned somewhere nearly

perpendicular to this plane. All required large maneuvers result mostly in inner gim-

bal motion, thus avoiding the difficulty of approaching gimbal lock associated with large

middle gimbal angles. Finally, because large roll maneuvers are desirable (for in-

stance during entry for the Command Module) the outer gimbal axis is mounted to the

spacecraft along or near the roll axis so that no restriction on roll maneuver ever exists.

Because the details of the design and operation of the critical inertial sensors -

gyros and accelerometers - to be mounted on the stable member of the girnbal system

are of particular importance and interest, this subject is covered separately in Part IV.

However, an overall view of the inertial measurement unit is shown in Fig. 11-32. In

this photograph the spherical gimbal halves and case cover are removed to show the ap-

pearance of the components mounted on the stable member and on the axes of the gimbals.

INERTIAL SYSTEM ALIGNMENT

As mentioned above, the inertial measurement system is turned off during the

longer free-fall coasting periods to conserve power supply energy. Even were it not

for this, unavoidable drift of the inertially derived attitude reference wou'id require

/i,'l
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periodic in-flight alignment to the precise orientation required for measuring the large

guided maneuvers. The use of identified star directions for the inertial system align-

ment introduces the question of physically relating the sensed star direction to inertial

system stable member orientation. The problem from one point of view could be mini-

mized by mounting the star sensor or sensors directly on the stable member itself. This

would impose a most severe limitation of field of view of sky available and puts unper-

missible constraints on spacecraft attitudes during the alignment. Even a measured

two degree of rotational freedom of the star sensor axis on the stable member limits

flexibility and compromises design more than can be tolerated.

The alternative of mounting the star sensor telescope separately near the space-

craft skin where its line of sight can be articulated to cover a large portion of the sky

means far more freedom in spacecraft attitude during inertial system alignment. In

Apollo a rigid structure called the navigation base which is strain-free mounted to the

spacecraft provides a common mounting structure for the star alignment telescope and

the base of inertial measurement gimbal system. Figure II-33 shows this arrangement

for the Command Module system. (In this photograph the eyepieces of the optics are

not attached. ) By means of precision angle transducers on each of the axes of the tele-

scope and on each of the axes of the inertial system gimbals, the indicated angles can

be processed in the onboard computer to generate the star direction components in

inertial system stable member coordinates. This provides the computer with part of

the needed stable member orientation data, except no information is provided for rota-

tion about the star line. The use of a second star, at an angle far enough removed from

in line with the first, completes the full three-axis stable member orientation measure-

ment. With this information the stable member orientation can then be changed under

computer command, if desired, to the orientation optimum for use of the guidance

maneuvers.

It is recognized that the above procedure has many sources of error in achieving

inertial system alignment. For example, each axis of rotation of the star telescope and

the inertial system gimbals must be accurately orthogonal (or at a known angle) with

respect to the adjacent axis on the same structure. This is a problem of precision

machining, accurate bearings, and stable structures. Each angle transducer on each

axis of the star telescope and the inertial system gimbals must have minimum error in

indicated angle. This includes initial zeroing, transducer angle function errors, and

digital quantization errors for the computer inputs. By careful attention to minimizing

each of these and other error sources, probable Apollo inertial system alignment error

of the order of 0.1 milliradian is achieved, an accuracy which exceeds requirements by

a comfortable margin.
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OPTICAL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

Besides providing for inertial system alignment as described above, the optical

system also provides the onboard measurement capability for orbital and midcourse

navigation of the command module. The single-line-of-sight direction measurement

referenced to the stable member used for inertial system alignment can be well utilized

also in low earth or lunar orbit for navigation. However, for onboard navigation during

the translunar and transearth phases, accuracy requirements are met only by a two-

line-of-sight sextant type of instrument.

Two separate Command Module optical instruments are mounted on the navigation

base which also supports the inertial measurement unit. These are the two-line-of-sight

sextant and the single -line-of- sight scanning telescope.

The sextant and its features are illustrated diagramatically in Fig. II-34. It is

essentially a two-line-of-sight instrument providing magnification for manual visual use

as well as special sensors for automatic use. It is seen in the figure that one of the lines

of sight of the sextant, identified with the landmark side of the navigation angle, is un-

deflected by the instrument and is thereby fixed to the spacecraft. To aim this line,

then, the spacecraft must be turned in space appropriately by means of orientation

commands to the attitude control system. The second line identified with the star side

of the navigation angle can be pointed in space through the use of two servo motor drives

illustrated schematically. One axis of this motion - called the shaft axis - is parallel

to the landmark line and changes the plane in which the navigation angle is measured by

rotating the head of the instrument as a whole. The second axis - trunnion axis - sets

the navigation angle by tilting of the trunnion axis mirror. A precision angle data trans-

ducer on this mirror provides a direct measure of the navigation angle for the navigation

routine of the computer. An angle transducer on the shaft axis completes the data needed

by the computer of the indicated star direction when the instrument is used for inertial

system alignment.

The light arriving along the landmark is polarized before being combined in the

beam splitter mirror with the light along the star line so that the navigator can adjust

the landmark background brightness relative to the star intensity by means of an eye.-

piece polarizer. The sextant also uses the trunnion mirror in conjunction with a star

tracker sensor to provide automatic star tracking error signals to the shaft and trunnion

drives.

Mounted with its sensitive axis along the landmark line is a second automatic de-

tector called a horizon photometer. This device senses the brightness of a small por-

tion of the sun illuminated horizon for use as one side of the navigation angle. This is

de scribed in more detail in Part V.
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Becausethe28powermagnificationof thevisual sectionof thesextantresults in
less thana 2 degreediameterfield of view, the secondinstrument,the scanningtele-
scope,providesa widefield acquisitioncapabilityfor the sextantto find andacquire
objectsin the sky. Theuseof anentirely separateopticalinstrumentrather thana
combinedvariablepowerinstrumentusingoneset of line-of-sight articulationdrives is
justified bythe simpler mechanicalandoptical configurationandthe sightingredundancy
twounitsprovide.

Thescanningtelescopeillustrated in Fig. II-35 hasshaftandtrunnionpointingof
its singleline of sight. Theshaftanglealwaysis madeto follow the sextant shaft angle

by servo action when the optics system power is on. The trunnion can be selected by the

astronaut to (1) follow the sextant trunnion and hence look along the star line, (2) be driven

to zero and hence look along the landmark line, or (3) be driven to a fixed angle of 25

degrees. This latter provides for ease in simultaneous acquisition of landmark and star

since the scanning telescope will indicate the image along the landmark line by a reticle

point 25 degrees from the center of the field and will indicate possible stars available by

trunnion motion in the sextant field of view on a diametrical reticle line. Figure II-36

shows the view through the scanning telescope during acquisition. Generally, the navi-

gator will preset the trunnion to the expected navigation angle indicated by the computer

as the preliminary step in the acquisition process.

Under manual visual control, the shaft and trunnion drives of the telescope are

commanded by a left-hand two-axis controller. By this controller, the navigator can

point the scanning telescope and the sextant star line. At his right hand, the navigator

has spacecraft attitude controllers with which he can rotate the spacecraft to position

the landmark line. His midcourse cislunar sighting strategy is to set up the measure-

ment situation illustrated in Fig. II-37. With his right hand controls, he gets the

identified landmark within the field of view of the sextant at a slow spacecraft rotation

drift. He need then only provide occasional minimum impulses from the appropriate

attitude jets to keep the landmark within the field while with his left hand he positions

the star image to superimposition on the landmark. When this is achieved, Fig. II-38,

he pushes a "mark" button which signals the computer to record the navigation trunnion

angle and time. From these data the computer updates the navigation state vector.

The unity power wide field of view of the scanning telescope is also suitable for

navigation direction measurements to landmarks in low earth or moon orbit. The wide

field of view makes landmark recognition easy. Landmark direction measurement ac-

curacy of the order of 1 milliradian as referenced to the pre-aligned attitude of inertial

system and as limited by the unity magnification is sufficient for landmark ranges under

a few hundred kilometers.

In low orbit, the inertial measurement gimbal system must be on and pre-aligned

with two star sightings. Then the navigator acquires and tracks landmarks as they

)
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pass beneath him, pushing the mark button when he judges he is best on target, Fig. II-39.

The computer then records optics angles, inertial measurement unit gimbal angles, and

time to provide the navigation data.

In all uses of stars and landmarks for navigation the computer must be told by the

navigator the identifying code or coordinates of the star and/or landmark. These appear

on the navigator' s maps and charts to help his memory.

ONBOARD COMPUTER

The relatively large amount of onboard data processing required for Apollo guid-

ance, navigation, and control can be met only by the capabilities of specially designed

digital computer. The special requirements define a computer which would provide for:

i. Logic, memory, word length and speed capability to fit the needs of the

problems handled.

2. Real time data processing of several problems simultaneously on a priority

basis.

3. Efficient and yet easily understood communication with the astronauts for

display of operations and data as well as manual input provisions for instruc-

tions and data.

4. Capability of ground control through radio links as well as telemetering of

onboard operations and data to the ground.

5. Multiple signal interfaces of both a discrete and continuously variable nature.

The design features of this computer are covered in detail in Part VI. ]But per-

haps the many input and output signals should be discussed briefly here because of the

large part these interfaces make in determining the system configuration and in under-

standing system tasks and operation. Rather than a listing of interfaces the important

ones will be discussed by groups in the following paragraphs.

Inputs to the computer of a discrete or two-state nature are handled as contact

closures or voltage signals. These offer no difficulty except for the computer activity

needed to keep appraised of them. Important urgent signals of this nature - such as an

abort command or the time critical "mark" signals go to special circuits which inter-

rupt computer activity to be processed before other activity is resumed or modified.

Less critical signals indicating states of the various equipment or requiring less urgent

action are examined by the program periodically as necessary.
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Discrete signal outputs are of two types. Time critical ones such as that which

signals engine thrust cutoff consist of high frequency pulse trains which are gated on at

the time of the programmed event and detected remotely where the action is requested.

Slower discrete outputs are either gated d-c voltages or relay contact closures set by a

state matrix which drives the appropriate relay coils. The majority of these relays are

used to set the states of the electroluminescent number display readout of the computer

display and keyboard. Others change operating modes of the associated spacecraft sys-

tems or are used to light status or warning lights.

Direct earth communications to and from the computer requires circuits associated

with the interface with the radio receiver and transmitter to convert between the serial

code of the telemetry and the parallel format of the computer.

Other variables into the computer are handled by input counters which sum pulses

transmitted as the indicated variable changes through fixed increments. Velocity in-

crements, for instance, measured by the inertial system accelerometers are handled

in this way.

Some variable outputs, such as the command torquing of the inertial system gyros

to change alignment, appear as output increment pulses on appropriate lines.

Perhaps the most difficult class of computer interfaces is handled by the use of

auxiliary pieces of equipment called Coupling Data Units - or CDUs for short. The CDUs

provide the means for coupling with the digital computer the sine and cosine analog sig-

nals from the resolver type of angle transducers used on the optics and inertial gimbal

system axes. There are five of these CDUs, one each associated with optics shaft,

optics trunnion, and the three axes of the inertial unit gimbal system. The details of

the operation and construction of the CDUs are described in Part IV.

DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS

The preceeding sections have introduced the needs and characteristics of three

Apollo guidance, navigation, and control subsystems: {I) the inertial measuring equip-

ment, (2) the optical measurement equipment, and (3) the digital computer data proc-

essing equipment. Because Apollo is by its very purpose a manned mission, the pro-

vision for system operation by the crew is essential. This identifies the need for the

fourth subsystem: the displays and controls.

The provisions to involve the astronaut might appear as an unnecessary compli-

cation. Indeed many tasks are best left to the machine: those that are too tedious or

require too much energy, speed of response, or accuracy outside man' s capabilities.

But the utilization of man in many of the tasks of guidance, navigation, and control more

than pays for the display and control hardware needed. His involvement without any

doubt enhances mission success significantly. Consider man' s judgement and

/
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adaptability,his decision-makingcapabilityin thefaceof theunanticipated,andhis
uniqueability to recognizeandevaluatepatterns. Of this latter, considerhis unsur-
passedfaculty to pickouta particular navigationstar from theheavensor to evaluatea
suitabletouchdownspoton themoon.

Displaysandcontrolsweredesignedin Apolloto providethe crewwith visability
intoandcommandover theguidance,navigation,andcontrol tasks. In mostof these
tasks, then, theastronautcanselecteither to be intimately involvedin theprocedures
or allow full automaticoperationwhichhewill beableto monitor at his discretion.

In the commandmodule,thenavigatorhasdisplaysandcontrolsillustrated in
Fig. II-41. Theeyepiecesof the sextantandscanningtelescopeappearprominentlybe-
side eachother. Justbelowtheseeyepiecesis a controlpanelusedprimarily for op-
eratingtheoptics. Theleft-handopticshandcontroller andtheright-handspacecraft
attitudeminimumimpulsecontroller appearat thetop of this panel. At thebottomof
this panelareoperatingmodeselectorswitches. Theinertial systemmodecontrols
anddisplaysappearto the left andabovetheeyepieces. Directly to the left are the
five couplingdataunitswith adisplayof theassociatedvariable of each. To theright
is thenumericalreadoutandkeyboardassociatedwith the computer. Featuresof this
are describedwith thecomputerin Part VI.

Tabulationsof data, lists of procedures,andmapsandchartsof landmarksandstars
will beprovidedin aboundbookor couldalternatelybeprojectedona microfilm projec-
tor. Spacefor this projectorappearsnearthetopof Fig. II-41. Controls to operatethe
film drives andprojectionlampare seenon thecenterpanel.

Thenumberedmodulesbelowthe opticscontrol panelcontainthe miscellaneous
analogelectronicsthat operatethe equipment.Andbelowthis is the digital computer.

Separatedfrom thedisplaysandcontrolsdescribedaboveandonthe mainpanel
in front of thepilot' s couchcertain importantguidancedataare displayed. A second
displayandkeyboardof thedigital computeris mountedhere. This unit is functionally
in parallel with theoneusedbythe navigatorsothat themajority of guidanceandnavi-
gationfunctionscanbeoperatedandobservedfrom either station.

Also visible to thepilot is a ball attitudeindicator andassociatedneedles,Fig.
II-40. Thespacecraftorientationis indicatedto thepilot bythe attitudeof theball which
is drivenin threeaxesbythe threeaxesof the inertial measurementunit gimbals. Also,
thethree componentsof attitudeerror generatedby theguidancesystemare displayedby
thepositionof threepointerswhichcross thefaceof the instrument. Vehicleattitude
rates measuredby threevehiclemountedrate gyrosare displayedby three morepointers
aroundthesidesof theinstrument.

Otherdisplaysshowingguidance,navigation,andcontrol systemstatusalso are avail-
ablefor the pilot onthemainpanelalongwitha complexarray of equipmentassociated
with othersystemsfor controlmodeselection,anddisplay.
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EQUIPMENTINSTALLATIONIN SPACECRAFT

Theinstallation of the guidanceandnavigationequipmentin the commandmodule
is illustrated in thecutawayview, Fig. II-42. This showsthe navigator operating the
displays andcontrols at the Iower equipmentbay wherethe majority of the guidanceand
navigation equipmentis located. Other control equipmentis distributed aroundthe
spacecraft. During launchboost into earth orbit andduring return entry whenthe ac-
celeration forces are high, the navigator must leavehis station as shownandlie in the
protective couchin the center betweenhis companions. Sufficient controls anddisplays
as described aboveare on the main paneIin front of the couchesto perform all the guid-
anceandnavigationfunctions exceptfor those requiring visual useof the optics. Thus,
for the limited period near the earth whenthe navigator cannotbe stationedin front of
the eyepiecesat the lower equipmentbay, useof optics is through the automatic fea-
tures only.

The installation in the LEM is shownin Fig. II-43. The inertial measurementunit
(IMU), the LEM guidancecomputer (LGC), the couplingdataunits (CDUs), andsupport
electronics of the power servo assembly(PSA), are all identical to those usedin the
commandmodule. Sincethe LEM activity, whenseparatedfrom the commandmoduie,
doesnot require optical navigation sightings, a simpler optical alignment telescopeis
installed ona navigationbasewith the inertial measurementunit andis usedonly for
aligning the stable member of the latter. Also uniqueto the LEM are the two radars.
The rendezvousradar is mountednear the inertial unit sothat direction datacanbe
related betweenthetwo. Thelanding radar is on the descent stage, not shown, andis,
therefore, discarded onthe lunar surface after it has served its function during landing.

OVERALL BLOCKDIAGRAMS

The signal interconneetionsamongthevarious equipmentswhich constitute or have
somepart in the guidance,navigation, and control are illustrated in Fig. II-44 and
Fig. II-45 for the commandmoduleand LEM systems, respectively. The equipmentand
signals shownon thesefigures can, for the most part, be related to material already
discussed. A detailed explanationis not given here since the intent is only to showthe
general nature of theequipmentinterfaces, the similarity anddifferences betweenthe
commandmoduleandLEM systems, andthe central role of the guidancecomputer in
eachcase.
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CHAPTER II-4

OPERATION MODES OF GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL

APOLLO COMMAND MODULE BLOCK I

The system that has been described so far can be seen to have a high degree of

flexibility in performing the many tasks of concern. In this chapter a series of diagrams

are used to show briefly the equipment involved and the information flow in operations

with these tasks.

TO CELESTIAL BODY

OPTICAL UNIT

j _ __ __/7_SEXTANT

  )(ELESCOPE

/ j _jT"-- --

cou_.,,_ ANDD_S_.AY_ _:n_. o_SPtAVS

I_'dHX IJ-'-KEYBOARD(FOR

ENTERING COMMANDS)

INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT

COUPLING AND DISPLAY UNIT _

APOLLO

VEHICLE

STABILIZATION AND
MANEUVER COUPLING UNIT

INERTIAL MEASUREMENT

UNIT

GUIDANCE AND

CONTROL COMPUTER

Fig. II-47 Equipment Arrangement in the Command Module Lower Equipment Bay

The figure above shows the installed arrangement of the equipment in the Block I

command module. In the following figures this equipment is shown separated in order

to trace signal paths more easily. The Block I equipment configuration lends itself

better to the tasks of this chapter than the later more integrated Block II equipment

which will finally perform the lunar landing.
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Fig. II-48 Subsystem Identification

This is the key figure of the series. Here the principal subsystems of the Block I

command module guidance and navigation are arrayed and identified for use in the sub-

sequent figures. The sensors of the system are shown in the top center: the two op-

tical instruments, sextant and scanning telescope, and the inertial measurement unit

(IMU) all mounted on the common rigid navigation base. At top left are the two sets of

coupling data units (CDUs) to provide the communication of the optics and IhlU angles

with the computer shown at the center. The computer display and keyboard (DSKY) is

at upper right. The whole vehicle - command and service modules - is represented by

the figure center right. The separate stabilization and control system of the Block I

system is bottom right. The astronaut navigator is shown bottom left surrounded by

several of the important controls.
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Fig. II-49 Guidance Steering Control

This first mode is that of powered flight guidance. The signals from the accel-

erometers on the IMU are processed within the computer where the steering equations

develop a desired thrusting attitude of the vehicle to achieve the desired direction of

acceleration. This is treated as a commanded attitude which is compared in the CDUs

with actual attitude measured by the IMU. The difference is a steering error which is

sent to the SCS to control the vehicle. Resulting vehicle motion is sensed by the IMU to

complete the feedback. When the required velocity change is achieved, the computer

sends a rocket engine shutdown signal. The crew can monitor the whole operation by

the display of appropriate variables on the DSKY such as the components of velocity yet

to be gained.

Before the IMU can be used for an operation such as this, it must be aligned to

the desired spacial orientation. This process is described next.

i
i
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IMU alignment is normally performed in two stages: "coarse" and "fine".

alignment is described here in two steps using the figures on the opposite page.

Coarse

The first step of coarse alignment is to give the computer a reasonably accurate

knowledge of spacecraft attitude with respect to the celestial framework being used.

Illustrated here, the navigator sights sequentially two stars using the scanning telescope

(SCT). The star image is sensed by the navigator who uses his left hand optics con-

troller to command the SCT prism such as to center the star on the reticle. He pushes

the mark button when he achieves satisfactory tracking which signals the computer to

read the SCT angles being transmitted it by the optics CDUs. A second star direction

at a reasonably large angle from the first is similarly measured. The navigator identi-

fies which stars are being used to the computer through the keyboard of the DSKY. With

these data the computer determines in three dimensions the spacecraft attitude which is

held reasonably fixed by a gyro control attitude hold of the SCS during all of these coarse

alignment operations.

In step two the computer determines desired IMU gimbal angles based upon its

knowledge of spacecraft attitude and the guidance maneuver which will be next per-

formed. These desired angle signals sent to the IMU through the CDU are quickly

matched by the IMU gimbal servos in response to error signals developed on the angle

transducers on each gimbal aixs. At this point the IMU gimbal servos are then switched

over to the gyro stabilization error signals to hold the achieved orientation.
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Fig. II-50 IMU Coarse Alignment Step 1
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Fig. II- 51 IMU Coarse Alignment Step 2
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Fine IMU alignment will also be described in two steps using the figures on the

opposite page.

In the first step two star directions are again measured by the navigator. This

time he uses the high magnification of the sextant (SXT) with the precision readout on

the star line in order to achieve necessary accuracy. The IMU is presumed to be under

gyro stabilization control and to be reasonably close to the desired orientation. On each

of two stars, which the navigator identifies to the computer, the navigator signals

"mark" when he achieves precise alignment on the SXT crosshair. On these signals

the computer simultaneously reads the SXT and IMU angles being transmitted through

the CDUs. With these data the computer determines star directions in IMU stable mem-

ber coordinates from which the spacial orientation of the IMU being held by gyro con-

trol can be computed. The spacecraft attitude need not be held fixed during these fine

alignment operations as long as the angular velocity is small enough to permit accurate

star tracking by the navigator.

In step two the computer determines the existing IMU attitude error based upon

the desired attitude as determined from the next use of the IMU such as for a particular

guided maneuver. The computer then meters out the necessary number of gyro torquing

pulses necessary to precess the gyros and the IMU to correct the IMU alignment error.

The above two steps can be repeated if desired to obtain more precision in the fine

alignment when the torquing precession angle is large.
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Fig. ]I-52 Manual IMU Fine Alignment Step 1
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Fig. H-53 Manual IMU Fine Alignment Step 2
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Fig. H-54 Low Orbit Navigation - Landmark Tracking

Onboard navigation measurements in low orbit can be performed either using

landmark references as shown on the above figure or using other references as described

later. In the above figure, the navigator first aligns the IMU as previously described

and then tracks identified landmarks as they pass beneath him using the SCT. When he

is on target he signals "mark" and the computer records IMU and SCT angles and time

so as to compute landmark direction in the coordinate frame of the aligned IMU. These

direction measurements are then used to update the computer' s estimate of position and

velocity and the computer' s estimate of error in these parameters. These data can be

displayed to the astronauts if desired.

Although the above assumes identified landmarks of known coordinates, unidenti-

fied landmark features can be used as described in Part V.
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Fig. II-55 Midcourse Navigation - Manual Star-Landmark Measurement

The use of the sextant to measure the angle between identified stars and landmarks

for midcourse navigation is described with the above figure. The acquisition process

using the scanning telescope is assumed already to have been performed so that the de-

sired star and landmark images appear in the SXT field of view. With his right hand

the navigator periodically commands jet impulses to hold the landmark in the field of

view by controlling spacecraft attitude and the body-fixed landmark line. With his left

hand he controls the sextant mirror to superimpose the star image onto the landmark.

When this superposition is satisfactory he signals "mark" and the computer records the

measured navigation angle and time. These numbers are then further processed in the

computer navigation routines. The computer displays the correction to the state vector

which would be caused by this sighting so that the navigator is given a basis to reject a

faulty measurement before it is incorporated into the navigation.
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The use for navigation of the automatic star tracker (AST) and photometer (PHO)

is shown in two steps with the figures on the opposite page.

In the first step the navigator uses the scanning telescope (SCT) to acquire the

navigation star with the automatic star tracker on the sextant. Acquisition is confirmed

by a "star present" light signalled from the star tracker.

In step two the navigator maneuvers spacecraft attitude manually to point the body-

fixed horizon photometer line to the illuminated horizon by observing the geometry

through the SCT. The SCT has a reticle pattern which permits the navigator to judge

when the photometer is looking in the plane containing the star and the center of the

planet. This puts the photometer sensitive area directly beneath the star. His task is

then to sweep the photometer line in this plane through the horizon. When the sensed

brightness drops to half the peak value, the photometer automatically sends a "mark"

to the computer so that the resulting navigation angle and time can be recorded.

This operation can be performed using the sun illuminated limb of either the moon

or earth. Operation with the earth depends upon the systematic brightness of the at-

mospheric scattered light with altitude described in Part V.

The navigation measurement process described above uses astronaut control in

positioning the photometer line. If the IMU is on and aligned, this process could be

completely automatic through computer control program.
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The automatic star tracker on the sextant provides the capability of automatic IMU

alignment as illustrated in two steps in the figures on the opposite page. Without astro-

naut help, however, the star tracker cannot acquire a known alignment star unless the

IMU is already roughly aligned to provide a coarse direction reference. The automatic

IMU alignment capability described here, then, is most useful to re-correct the IMU

drift after a long period of IMU operation.

In the first step the computer points the sextant to the expected star direction

through the optics CDUs based upon the vehicle attitude measured by the IMU. Pre-

sumably the star tracker now senses the desired star within its acquisition field of view

and signals the computer that the star is detected.

The computer now changes equipment mode, step two, to send the star tracker

error signals to the sextant drives so as to track the star automatically. The computer

then reads simultaneously the sextant and IMU angles in order to determine two com-

ponents of the actual IMU misalignment. This latter is corrected by computer torquing

signals to the IMU gyros as described previously. Acquisition and tracking of a second

star complete the automatic fine alignment in three degrees of freedom.
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Fig. II-60 Star Occultation by Moon - Automatic Navigation Measurement

The automatic star tracker provides the means for making automatic star occul-

tation navigation measurements with the moon, as shown above. An acquisition by the

star tracker as shown in Fig. II-56 or Fig. II-58 is required, of course, as an initial

step. While the star is being tracked, the instrument generates a "star present" signal

for the computer which is based upon the detected star light energy. As the star sinks

below the lunar horizon due to the orbital motion of the spacecraft, the star present

signal disappears at the moment of occultation. The time of this event is measured by

the computer as a point of the navigation data.

A similar process is possible using the earth _s limb, but this requires a more

elaborate star present detection. The star intensity diminishes gradually due to dis-

persion and scattering as the beam sinks into the earth' s atmosphere.
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Fig. II-61 Star Occultation by Moon - Manual Navigation Measurement

Besides the automatic occultation measurement just described, a manual detection

is possible, of course, as shown above. This is of advantage since it does not require

that the optics system electronics be turned on. In fact, the event can be observed by

the astronaut through the window and timed with a separate stopwatch for transmission

to the earth for use in aiding ground-based navigation measurement.
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CHAPTER II-5

SPACECRAFT SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

OF GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, AND CONTROL

Although the risk is actually small, the Apollo crew, whenthey embark in their

spacecraft admittedly put their life in jeopardy. However, unlike the more traditional

pioneers and adventurers, the men flying the Apollo missions will leave in a spacecraft

only after their safety is assured. Crew survival will be a most strong concern in the

preparation for the voyage. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has set

high safety standards: The crew, in a checked-out vehicle leaving the earth launching

pad for the lunar surface, should have a 90% probability of accomplishing the lunar

landing mission and have a 99.9% probability of returning to earth safely whether having

been able to complete the mission or not. These goals are sought by consideration of all

parts of the Apollo program: mission planning, spacecraft design, crew training, testing

methods, etc. In this chapter we are concerned only with the Apollo safety aspects

under consideration in the guidance, navigation, and control systems.

Much can be said about the means of producing complex equipment which has an

extremely low failure probability. Questions of discipline in basic design, parts selec-

tion, manufacturing techniques, qualification methods, testing procedures, and other

reliability enhancing techniques are much debated. We will bypass this well-treated

subject and look at aspects of design and planning which accept the occurrence of failure

without the occurrence of disaster.

The tolerance to failure in Apollo systems is based primarily on the deliberate de-

sign guideline that any single failure should, if at all possible, leave enough working

equipment remaining to bring the crew safely home. Although for practical reasons,

this guideline cannot be met everywhere, the number of safety critical flight items that

have no backup is quite small.

ABORT TRAJECTORIES

The guidance and navigation equipment is designed with enough flexibility in hard-

ware and in computer program to support the measurements and maneuvers necessary

for all reasonable mission abort trajectories required due to failures in other parts of

the spacecraft. Depending upon the nature of this failure and the phase of the mission

failure occurs, the crew can initiate an abort by so informing the flight computer and

/ _.ri'
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setting the proper condition of the appropriate propulsion systems. In some situations

the pilot can inform the computer which of three types of abort he wishes: (1) time

critical aborts which require fastest return using all available propulsion, (2) propulsion

critical aborts which require optimum use of available fuel in energy efficient orbital

transfers, and (3) normal aborts which use trajectories which are constrained to achieve

a landing on one of the prepared earth recovery areas. The computer can inform the

crew about the times of flight and propulsion usage for each of the above aborts so that

the abort mode decision can be made.

The abort trajectory to be determined and controlled by the guidance and navigation

equipment depends upon the mission phase in which the abort decision is made. Figure

II-62 illustrates the three abort trajectory types pertinent to operations near the earth.

Trajectory 1 on the diagram is direct abort to earth during launch boost ascent. It is

flown when the failure is of a nature requiring immediate return to earth or where suf-

ficient propulsion isn't available to fly trajectory 2. Abort trajectory 2 continues the

flight into earth orbit using an upper stage of the vehicle. It has the advantage of better

choice of landing recovery area by selecting the phasing of the return maneuver. It

further permits a possible continuation of the flight but obviously of more limited mis-

sion scope. The descent from orbit, trajectory 3, is similar to the earth orbit returns

already flown by the Soviet and American manned orbital flights.

Aborts that can be initiated after Apollo has been committed through translunar

injection are illustrated in Fig. II-63. Trajectories 1 and 2 on this figure are typical of

the paths flown for aborts initiated during the first part of the translunar coast. Tra-

jectory 1 illustrates a fuel optimum direct return to earth. Trajectory 2 illustrates the

full fuel usage quick return to earth. At some point in the translunar coast, the time to

earth return is quicker if the spacecraft coasts around back of the moon and then con-

tinues home, trajectory 3. All of these cislunar aborts will require careful navigation.

Navigation is required before the abort is initiated upon which to base the abort injection

guided maneuver. After this maneuver, navigation is needed upon which to base small

midcourse corrections to assure accurate arrival at the safe earth entry conditions.

After arrival into lunar orbit, aborts either may be an immediate transearth injec-

tion or may necessarily be preceeded by recovery of the two men in the LFM. Figure

II-64 ilhastrates the trajectories and operations involved with the LEM aborts. Trajec-

tory 1 illustrates a typical abort initiated during the LEM descent. The abort trajectory

injection, begun at point A1, is guided and controlled to put the LEM in a fairly high

elliptical trajectory so that the phasing is proper for rendezvous to meet the orbiting

command module at point R 1. Midcourse corrections, not shown, are necessary based

upon navigation from the rendezvous radar or earth tracking data. Unfortunately much

of the trajectory occurs in back of the moon out of sight of the earth tracking facility.

This might suggest use of a low altitude holding orbit such as described below to provide

better phasing of the rendezvous for earth coverage.



Trajectory 2 of Fig. 11-64 illustrates a typical LEM emergency abort from the

lunar surface. Here it is supposed that a failure has occurred - such as fuel tank leak-

age or life support system failure - that requires immediate ascent without waiting until

the CSM is in the proper position for a normal ascent and rendezvous. The powered

phase is guided to put the LEM in a low altitude clear perilune orbit where it will hold

until it catches up appropriately with the orbiting command module. At the proper point

the ascent engine is fired again for transfer and rendezvous using midcourse corrections

as required. Alternately, once the LEM succeeds in getting into a holding orbit, it can

assume, if necessary, a passive role and allow the CSM to maneuver for rendezvous

and crew pickup.

CONTROL OF PROPULSION FAILURE BACKUPS

The Apollo guidance and control equipment will be designed to operate with ab-

normal propulsion and loading configurations for given mission phases to provide abort

capabilities covering failure in any of the primary rocket engines. Figure II-65is a

rather fanciful diagram showing examples of aborts of this nature. The heavy ascending

line traces out the normal mission phases from prelaunch to lunar orbit. The dashed

lines trace out abort paths through alternate propulsion sources to cover failures of the

normal rocket used in each phase. These paths are numbered on the diagram and are

explained briefly below:

i. This is the use of the launch escape system providing aborts during the period

from on the pad before liftoff until atmospheric exit during the early part of

the second stage burn. No measurement is necessary by the guidance system

for launch escape aborts; the system is designed to pull the command module

safely past and far enough away from an exploding booster for a low velocity

entry and normal CM parachute landing.

2. A failure of the second stage during ascent might be of a nature to allow

thrusting in the third SIVB Saturn stage into earth orbit. This would naturally

deplete SIVB fuel sufficiently to prevent continuation of a lunar mission.

3. Again during second stage boost and during third stage as well, the abort may

be made to an immediate entry trajectory and landing using the command

module propulsion and the spacecraft guidance and control systems.

4. Aborts using service module propulsion during third stage boost may also be

made into earth orbit. A second burn of the service module would then initiate

descent to a selected landing site.

5. If the abort is initiated while in earth orbit the service module propulsion

would be used for descent assuming it still functions. If not, the small reaction

jets could be used in a limited retrograde translational burn or series of burns

so as to capture the atmosphere.
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I

6. On the way to the moon the service module propulsion could be used to inject

into the return orbits described previously.

7. If the service module rocket has failed the flight can continue around the moon

on the "free return" path using the reaction jets in translation maneuvers to

perform the necessary midcourse maneuvers determined by navigation.

8. If service module propulsion fails while in lunar orbit before the LEM separa-

tion and descent, the LEM propulsion and LFM guidance and control systems

can be used to inject the command module onto the necessary transearth

trajectory.

These examples of propulsion failure abort paths illustrate dramatically the

necessary flexibility and universality needed of the Apollo guidance, navigation, and

control systems.

FAILURE DETECTION AND ALARM

A central aspect of mission safety is the early detection of system failure. Part

of this detection is in the systematic onboard testing during the stress-free coasting

phases to assure the needed systems are functioning. Of more interest, perhaps, is

the automatic failure detection features which _rnmediately signal appropriate alarms

during the stressed accelerated phases of rocket thrust or entry. It is with the help of

these alarms that the crew can initiate appropriate abort action immediately as neces-

sary. As an example, we will limit this discussion to the automatic failure detection of

the guidance system in the command module as used during guided flight.

Figure II-66 is a simplified diagram of this failure detection system. The box at

the left represents the inertial system. The signals coming out are error detections.

Shown is "gyro error" which is a signal which exists when any of the gyro gimbal stabi-

lization loop servo errors exceed a preselected detection level. The "accelerometer

error" and "CDU error" have similar properties with detection of any of the acceler-

ometer servo loop errors and coupling display unit servo loop errors. The "power

supply fail" signals deviations of the inertial system power supply voltages from pre-

selected levels. Each of these detections is sent to the computer as well as being

separately summed to light a master inertial system error display light. During system

turn-on or mode switching this light is expected to operate briefly during the transient,

but will extinguish itself in a normal system.

The computer contains its own error detection programs and circuitry which may

light a master computer error light. If this occurs for transient reasons, the astronaut

will succeed in extinguishing it by pushing a reset button. The computer program will

examine its error and the inertial system detections and will light appropriate fail lights.

The "inertial attitude fail" signals that the inertial system alignment is lost and the crew

_Liuu_u use _ u_u_ if re-alignment _o_+ h_ a_,_p1_=_ Thp "aeee!erometer
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fail" indicates that the acceleration data in the guidance is faulty and the primary guid-

ance steering cannot be used. In this latter case, however, the inertial attitude data

may still be correct for use in a backup mode. A similar situation occurs with the

"CDU fail" light.

The last light is a "master guidance fail" which has special features which makes

it fail-safe. The computer program examines periodically at a fixed frequency all of

the previous failure detections and if it finds none, the program sends out a pulse of a

particular duration. If this pulse keeps occurring at the expected frequency, then the

detector inhibits lighting the "master guidance fail". Otherwise this signal lights up.

If any of these lights operate the crew is trained to take appropriate emergency

backup action.

NAVIGATION RFDUNDANCY

The originally stated premise that a single failure should leave the system with

enough capability to return safely should now be examined. With respect to navigation

this is quite straightforward with the use of both onboard and ground-based provisions.

If ground tracking navigation data are unavailable because of a loss of communica-

tions, then the onboard system can perform all the necessary navigation.

If the onboard navigation capability fails, the ground can provide the necessary

data. This applies to the failure of either the optics system or the onboard computer.

For a failed computer, onboard navigation data can be telemetered for ground processing

to aid in the ground determination of the necessary abort maneuver. If the optics sys-

tem drives have failed, star occultation events can be observed, either by spacecraft

attitude aiming of the optics or directly through the window. These events are useful

navigation data for the computer.

GUIDANCE AND CONTROL BACKUP

Failure in the primary guidance equipment requires the use of an alternate backup

system to provide safe return of the crew. The redundancy concept used is illustrated

in Fig. II-67. The figure has been simplified to illustrate more clearly the principles

involved.

The primary system involving the inertial measurement unit gimbal system, the

flight digital computer, and the associated coupling data unit, constitutes a complete,

flexible, accurate, and fuel efficient guidance and control having the capability to per-

form all the maneuvers required to complete the mission. The backup system is simpler,

smaller, and of more modest endowment, being able to make the more simple maneuvers

to return the crew after the failure of the primary system has aborted the mission.

Figure II-67 shows a backup using three body-mounted single-degree-of-freedom
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integrating gyros which provide attitude error signals over a limited angular range.

These errors are treated as steering commands to a simple autopilot to hold vehicle

direction fixed during an abort thrusting maneuver. Engine cutoff is signalled by the

integrated output of a single body axis accelerometer mounted with its sensitive axis

along the nominal thrust axis. The integrator consists of a simple preset counter giving

as an output an engine shutdown signal when the sum of the accelerometer output velocity

increments reaches a level equal to the total velocity change desired of the maneuver.

The crew, using data telemetered from the ground, will pre-align the thrust axis in the

required abort maneuver direction by aiming the vehicle with respect to the stars.

The ground instructions to do this will recognize the expected offset of the thrust axis

from the vehicle roll axis. The maneuvers are restricted to accelerations in a fixed

direction but of any magnitude set into the acceleration counter. If large magnitude

velocity changes are required, then the more limited accuracy of this backup system

will result in significant errors. These can be corrected by a much smaller maneuver

after a short coast based upon the ground tracking of the abort trajectory.

This backup guidance system just explained is a somewhat simplified description

of that used in the command module. The L] _M has been given a more complex abort

guidance system to perform more accurately the critical and complex abort maneuvers

near the moon' s surface. This LF_M abort system consists of three body-mounted rate-

measuring gyros, three body-mounted accelerometers, and a small computer to perform

necessary transformations of gyro and accelerometer data. This computer also gener-

ates steering commands appropriate for abort at any phase of LFM operation to rendez-

vous conditions with the orbiting command module.

Satisfactory vehicle control also requires three-axis spacecraft torquing during

the free-fall and accelerating phases. Optimum redundancy in the hardware to drive the

engine gimbals is provided. The sixteen reaction jets on the service module and the

sixteen reaction jets on the LEM allow a limited number of jet failures without unac-

ceptable loss of rotational control or translational control. Likewise the necessary

rotational control of the command module is provided by a redundant assembly of 12

reaction jets for use during earth atmospheric entry. Various levels of automatic,

semiautomatic, and manual control can be selected by the crew to utilize the subsystems

available and working.

In the limit,, the pilot or a surviving companion can use direct hand control com-

mands to the reaction jets and the engine gimbals and a view of the stars as reference

directions to provide him with the last level of emergency backup.
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Part III

EXPLICIT AND UNIFIED METHODS OF SPACECRAFT GUIDANCE

Of fundamental importance inthe design of space guidance systems is the creation

of both flexible techniques and versatile instrumentation which have a wide range of

applicability but neither compromise mission accuracy nor place an undue burden on

propulsion requirements. Minimal constraints on the system and methods of its oper-

ation should be imposed by detailed mission objectives which are subject to frequent

and last minute revision. In partial fulfillment of these goals, the development of ex-

plicit guidance techniques is warranted to reduce any dependence on precomputed ref-

erence orbits or specific rocket engine characteristics.

During the evolution of a space flight program such as Apollo, the ultimate mis-

sion objective is attained progressively by a series of intermediate flights. Each suc-

cessive flight is planned as a direct extension of the previous one so that the need for

special equipment and untried techniques can be minimized. The success of this ap-

proach is enhanced through the development of unified guidance methods. Then the

guidance requirements for each new mission phase can be met as a specific application

of a general guidance principle.

The two fundamental tasks of a guidance system are to maintain accurate know-

ledge of spacecraft position and velocity and to provide steering commands for required

changes in course. It is the purpose here to review some of the current techniques for

solving the guidance problem emphasizing those methods which are consistent with the

explicit and unified philosophy of design.
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Chapter III- 1

ACCELERATED FLIGHT NAVIGATION

The task of periodic determination of position and velocity, customarily referred

to as navigation, divides naturally into two parts - accelerated flight and coasting flight.

For navigation during an accelerated maneuver, the system frequently includes inertial

instruments capable of measuring thrust acceleration along three mutually orthogonal

axes which are nonrotating. A guidance computer is then required to perform accurate

integrations and gravity calculations on a real-time basis.

A functional diagram of the basic computations required of the navigation system

is shown in Fig. III-1. Incremental outputs from inertially stabilized integrating accel-

erometers, together with components of gravitational acceleration computed as functions

of inertial position in a feedback loop, are summed to give the components of inertial

velocity. The ultimate precision attainable is, of course, limited by the accuracy of the

inertial instruments, the speed of the guidance computer and the knowledge of the initial

conditions.

GRAVITY COMPUTER

The gravity calculations may be performed in a straight-forward manner. The

equations of motion for a vehicle moving in a gravitational field are

dr dv

- v - g + a T (III-1)
dt - dt --

where r and v are the position and velocity vectors with respect to an inertial frame of

reference. The measured acceleration vector a T of the vehicle is defined to be the ve-

hicle acceleration resulting from the sum of rocket thrust and aerodynamic forces, if

any, and would be zero if the vehicle moved under the action of gravity alone. The vec-

tor sum of a T and g_, the gravitational vector, represents the total vehicle acceleration.

A simple computational algorithm, by means of which position and velocity are

obtained as a first order difference equation calculation, follows



AVa(t n) = Va(t n) - Va(tn_ I)

r(tn) = r(t n 1) +v(t n 1 ) /xt +l__gn_l(At)2
-- -- _ - 2

V(tn ) = V(tn_l ) + AV_a(tn) + 1_ (--gn
-- -- 2

+ I &Va(tn ) At
2

+ _gn_l) &t

(111-2)

The vector v is the time integral of the non-gravitational acceleration forces, the com-
ma

ponents of which are the outputs of the three mutually orthogonal integrating accelero-

meters as shown in Fig. III-2. The gravitational vector gn is a function of position at

time t . In the figure, only a simple spherical gravitation field is considered.n

Since velocity is updated by means of the average effective gravity over the inter-

val of one time step, this method has been termed the "average g" method. A careful

error analysis of a vehicle in earth orbit has shown this algorithm to yield errors of

the order of 100 feet and 0.2 feet per second after a period of 35 minutes using a 2 sec-

ond time step and rounding all additions to 8 decimal digits. The errors will increase

for a smaller time step due to the effects of accumulated round off errors and will also

increase for larger time steps as truncation errors become significant. When com-

pared to typical accelerometer scale factor errors, the error in the computational algo-

rithm seems to be several orders of magnitude smaller.

BODY- MOUNTE D SE NSORS

During recent years increasing attention has been devoted to the so-called "gim-

balless inertial measurement unit" in which the inertial sensors are mounted directly to

the spacecraft (see Bumstead and Vander Velde (1) and Wiener(2)). Although many ad-

vantages might accrue in terms of system weight, volume, power, cost, packaging

flexibility, reliability and maintainability, the realization of a satisfactory design is not

without significant problems. Unlike the environment provided by a gimballed system,

the body mounted inertial instruments are subjected to substantial angular velocity which

tends to exaggerate performance errors. Also, the role of the guidance computer is

expanded since the angular orientation of the vehicle must also be determined by inte-

gration of measured angular velocities. It is most convenient if the outputs of the body

mounted accelerometers are immediately transformed into an inertially stabilized co-

ordinate frame so that the navigation or guidance problem can be solved just as if a

physically stabilized platform had been employed.

As indicated in Fig. 111-3, the body fixed coordinates and the inertial coordinates

of the thrust acceleration vector are related by a transformation matrix of direction co-

sines. The additional computations required of the guidance computer involve the up-

dating of the matrix and using it to transform vectors from one frame of reference to the

other. The transformation matrix R is readily shown to satisfy a first order differential
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equation with a coefficient matrix f_whose elements are the components of the angular

velocity of the body fixed coordinate frame measured in body coordinates.

Currently, pulse-torqued integrating gyros are the most promising candidates for

angular velocity sensors. However, since their basic output consists of angular incre-

ments rather than angular velocity, the accuracy with which the transformation matrix

differential equation may be integrated is adversely affected. The use of a higher order

integration rule provides no advantage over simple rectangular integration since the

basic data from the gyro has already an uncertainty of the order of the square of the

gyro quantization error.

The accuracy attainable by a gimballess inertial system is limited primarily by

the maximum angular velocities to which the vehicle is subjected. The required sam-

pling time of the integrating gyros is inversely proportional to this maximum angular

velocity and the time step used for integrating the direction cosine differential equations

must be of the same order of magnitude as the gyro sampling time. Ifthe sample time

is very short, a digitaldifferential analyzer may prove to be the best solution to the

problem of selecting a guidance computer. On the other hand, if the sampling time is

long enough to permit the use of a general purpose computer, there may be sufficient

time remaining in which to process the navigation and/or steering equations. This is,

of course, more satisfactory, for then one has the possibility of satisfying all or most

of the complete system computation requirements with a single computer.
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Chapter 111-2

COASTING FLIGHT NAVIGATION

Spacecraft navigation during prolonged coasting flight is performed by appropriate

utilization of periodic measurements of convenient physical quantities such as (1) dis-

tance, velocity, elevation and azimuth from well-established reference points,(2) angles

between lines of sightto known celestial objects, (3) star occultations, and (4) apparent

planet diameters. Since navigation measurements are more accurately made when the

sensors are in proximity to the data source, vehicle-borne and ground-based instru-

mentation can serve in complementary roles.

COMPARISON OF METHODS

The data processing aspects of the navigation problem have been the subject of

much research during recent years. The classical method of the astronomer, called

the "method of differential corrections", is cumbersome for large amounts of obser-

vational data and is not well suited to implementation in a vehicle-borne computer.

Blackman, in a recent pape r(3), gives an excellent review of several of the new methods

contrasting them with the classical approach and with each other, i

Currently, the statistical methods of optimum linear estimation theory seem to

hold the most promise. The statistical method of maximum likelihood, which is based

on the concept of maximizing a particular conditional probability, has received much

attention. Optimum filter theory, whose goal is to find a linear estimator that minimizes

some function of the variances and covariances of the uncertainties in the estimated state

vector, provides an alternate method of attack. Although the subject may be approached

from a variety of points of view, Potter and Stern (4) have shown that all such methods

lead to equivalent results if the measurement uncertainties have Gaussian distributions.

RE CURSIVE NAVIGATION

The scope of this chapter does not permit a thorough development of the mathe-

matics underlying the so-called "recursive method" of spacecraft position and velocity

estimation; however this is adequately treated in reference (5). The method, which is

particularly well-suited to both vehicle-borne and ground-based computation, is under

active consideration for use in the Apollo guidance computer as well as in the Mission

Control Center at the Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas.
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The estimate of position and velocity is maintained in the computer in non-rotating

rectangular coordinates and is referenced to either the earth or the moon. An earth

centered equatorial coordinate system is used when the vehicle is outside of the lunar

sphere of influence. Inside of this sphere the center of coordinates coincides with the

center of the moon. The extrapolation of position and velocity is made by a direct nu-

merical integration of the equations of motion.

The basic equation may be written in vector form as

d 2 Pp

dt 2 rpv + _ rpv = a d (III-3)
r PV

where rpv is the vector position of the vehicle with respect to the primary body P which

is either the earth or moon and pp is the gravitational constant of P. The vector _ad is

the vector acceleration which prevents the motion of the vehicle from being precisely a

conic with P at the focus.

If a d is small compared with the central force field, direct use of Eq. (III-3) is

inefficient. As an alternative, the integration may be accomplished employing the tech-

nique of differential accelerations suggested by Encke.

Encke's Method - At time t O the position and velocity vectors rpv(t 0) and Vpv(t 0)

define an osculating orbit. The vector difference 6 (t) satisfies the following differential

equation

a - 1- PV(C)

dr2 -- r3pv(c) r3pv rpv - _5 + a d (III-4)

subject to the initial conditions

a_(t 0) = 0 _A
a(t o)= v(t o) = o

dt --

where r PV(C) is the osculating conic position vector. The numerical difficulties which

would arise from the evaluation of the coefficient of r PV in Eq. (III-4) may be avoided.

Since

r_pv(t ) = r_pv(c)(t) + 6(t)
(ili-5)
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itfollows that

3

rpv(c) = _ f(qc )
rapv

= 1- (l+qc)312

where

qc =
(5_- 2_rpv) • 6_

2
r PV

The function f(q) may be conveniently evaluated from

f(q) = q

2
3+3q+q

1 +(l+q) 3/2

Encke's method may now be summarized as follows:

A. Position in the osculating orbit is calculated from

[2 1r_pv(c)(t) = 1 x C(aoX 2) rpv(to )

rpv(t O)

where

aO=

[ 3 t+ (t_t0) x S(a0 x 2 Vpv(t0 )

2 Vpv (to) 2

rpv (t O) P p

and x is determined as the root of Kepler's equation in the form

r PV (to) ° v PV (to) 2

_p(t-t0)= -- _P x C(a0 x2)

+[1- rpv(to)ao] x3 S (aoX2) + rpv(to) x

The special transcendental functions S and C are defined by

2
S(x) = 1 x + x

. . .

3! 5! 7!

2
C(x) = 1 x + x___ _

2! 4! 6!

(III-6)

(III-7)

(III-8)

(HI-9)

(III-10)

(III-ll)
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B.

C.

Deviations from the osculating orbit are obtained by a numerical integration

of

d2 r PP [)],5__(t) = - 3 f(q) rpv(t) + 5 (t + a d (t)
PV(C)it) -- (III-12)

The first term on the right hand side of the last equation must remain

small, i.e. of the same order as .ad(t;, if the method is to be efficient. As

the deviation vector 5--grows in magnitude, this term will eventually increase

in size. Therefore, in order to maintain the efficiency, a new osculating

orbit should be defined by the true position and velocity. The process of se-

lecting a new conic orbit from which to calculate deviations is called rectifi-

cation. When rectification occurs, the initial conditions of the differential

equation for 5 are again zero and the right hand side is simply the pertur-

bation acceleration -_d at the time of rectification.

The position vector r_pv(t) is computed from Eq. (III-5) using Eq. (III-8).

The velocity vector Vpv(t) is then computed as

Vpv(t) = Vpv(c)(t) +__(t) (III-13)

where

X ev(c) (t):

+

rpv(t 0) rpv(c ) (t)

2
1 x

rpv(c ) (t)

¢_0 x3 S(a0 x2) - x1 rpv(t0)

C (s 0 x2) 1 v PV (to)

(III-14)

Disturbing Acceleration- The form of the disturbing acceleration 9<t to be used

depends on the phase of the mission. In earth orbit only the gravitational anomalies

arising from the non-spherical shape of the earth need be considered. During trans-

lunar and transearth flight, the gravitational attraction of the sun and the secondary

body Q (either earth or moon) are relevant forces. In lunar orbit, it may be necessary

to consider forces arising from the non-spherical shape of the moon. A summary of the

various cases appears below.

A. Earth Orbit

4 k

_ad _ PE Jk --req Pk+l' (cos _b)_iEV - Pk (cos _b)i z

2 \rEV /
r EV k=2

(III-15)
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'(cos_)= 3coswhere P2

, 1
P3 (cos _) = _(15 cos2_ - 3)

, I ,
P4 (cos _) = f (7 cos _bP3 - 4P_)

1
(oos : (9cos 5

are the derivatives of the Legendre polynomials;

cos ¢ =_iEV. !z

is the cosine of the angle _ between the unit vector iEV in the direction of

of rEV and the unit vector_zi in the direction of the north pole; req is the

equatorial radius of the earth; and 52, J3' 54 are the coefficients of the sec-

ond, third and fourth harmonics of the earth's potential function. The sub-

script E denotes the center of the earth as the origin of coordinates.

B. Translunar and Transearth Flight

_ad = - _ (qQ) rpQ + rp - --3--- (qs) r--PS+ r-PV

r QV r SV
(III-16)

where the subscripts Q and S denote the secondary body and the sun, res-

pectively. Thus, for example, rps is the position vector of the sun with

respect to the primary body. The arguments q( ) are calculated from

(rpv - 2r_p()) • rpv

q( ) = 2
rp( )

and the function f from Eq. (111-7).

Ephemeris data for the positions of the moon relative to the earth rEM

and the sun relative to the earth-moon barycenter rBS are required as func-

tions of time. The position of the sun relative to the primary planet r PS is

then computed from

(III-17)

rps(t) = rBs(t) +
PQ

rpQ
Pp+PQ (III-18)

/ / ']
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In the vicinity of the lunar sphereof influence a changein origin of coor-
dinates is made. Thus

r PV(t) - r_pQ(t) = r QV (t) -+ r PV (t)

Vpv(t) - vpQ(t)

C. Lunar Orbit

_ 4 ' -- -
2rMV

{ E

= vQV (t)-*Vpv(t)

(III-19)

+ C-A 1 5 (_iMV_)_
c

+ C-A [1-5(iMV "i 2] }(_iMv'_i_)_i_l_) (zn-2o)

+c
where A, B, C are the principal moments of inertia of the moon, r m is the

radius of the moon, C' is C divided by the product of the mass of the moon

and the square of its radius, _i _, _irf _i_ are the selenographic coordinate unit

vectors, and_iMV is the unit vector in the direction of rMV.

Navigation Measurements - Periodically, the position and velocity of the space-

craft must be brought into accord with optical or radar observations made with either

onboard or ground based sensors. At the time a measurement is made, the best esti-

mate of spacecraft position and velocity is the extrapolated estimate maintained in the

computer and denoted by rpv and Vpv as shown in Fig. III-4. From this estimate,

it is possible to determine an estimate of the quantity to be measured such as an angle,

range from a tracking station or range rate. When the predicted value of this measure-

ment is compared with the actual measured quantity, the difference is used to improve

the estimated position and velocity vector.

A. The Measurement Geometry Vector

An important feature of the recursive navigation method is that measure-

ment data from a wide variety of sources may be incorporated within the same

framework of computation. Associated with each measurement is a six-di-

mensional vector b representing, to a first order of approximation, the varia-

tion in the measured quantity q which would result from variations in the com-

ponents of position and velocity. Thus, each measurement establishes a com-

ponent of the spacecraft state vector along the direction of the b vector in state

space.
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Specifically, ifb I and b 2 are the upper and lower three-dimensional

partitions of the six-dimensional b vector and if 6 q is the difference be-

tween the value of the quantity as actually measured and the expected value

as computed from the current values of r PV and v PV' then

5_ = b 1 ° 6rpv +b2. 6Vpv (III-21)

where 5 r PV and 5 v PV are the changes in the computed values of position

and velocity necessary to make the estimated state of the vehicle compatible

with the observation.

As examples of both ground-based and onboard measurements we may

list the following.

1. Radar Range Measurement

b 1 =-iRV

b2=0

q = rRV

where rRV is the range of the vehicle from the radar site andiRv is a

unit vector in the direction of the vehicle from the site.

2. Radar Range Rate Measurement

b
-1

1

rRV
_iRV × (V_R v ×iRV)

b 2 =_iRV

q = vRV. _iRV

where VR V is the velocity of the vehicle with respect to the radar site.

3. Star-Landmark Measurement

_ 1 UNIT [i s - (_is • iLV)iLV]bl rLV

b2= 0

-1
= " i )q cos (-i LV-_

_ S

where rLV is the distance of the vehicle from the landmark andiLv is

a unit vector in the direction of the vehicle from the landmark. The unit
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vector i gives the direction of the star. The notation UNIT( ) indicates
--S

a unit vector in the direction of the quantity ().

4. Star-Horizon Measurement

1 UNIT { j 2 2 '
rpv-rpH X_l= -2

_rpv 2'-rpH

UNIT [i s - (i s- ipv)ipv ] - rpHipv )

b2=0

q : cos-1 (_ipv" is ) _ sin-I --rpH

rpv

B°

where rpv is a vector from the selected planet to the vehicle and rpH

is the altitude of the horizon from the center of the planet. If the far

horizon is chosen for the measurement, then rpH must be negative.

The Error Transition Matrix

Six measurements made simultaneously would provide a set of six equa-

tions of the form of Eq. (III-21). If the directions of the associated b vec-

tors span the state space, then the vector changes 5 r PV and 5 v PV could

be obtained by inversion of the six-dimensional coefficient matrix each of

whose rows were elements of the b vectors.

Both the problems of simultaneous measurements and matrix inversion

can be avoided in such a manner that measurement data may be incorporated

sequentially as it is obtained. For this purpose, it is necessary to main-

tain statistical data in the guidance computer in the form of a six-dimen-

sional correlation matrix E(t) of estimation errors. If c (t) and v (t) are the

errors in the estimates of the position and velocity vector, respectively,
$

then the six-dimensional correlation matrix E(t) is defined by

E(t) =

£(t) _(t) T
v (t) e(t) T c_(t) v(t) T /v(t) v(t) T

(I]I-22)

*The transpose of a vector or a matrix is denoted by a superscript T.

/,
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Becauseof accumulatednumerical inaccuracies, it is possible that this
correlation matrix may fail to remain positive definite after a large number
of computationsas it theoretically must. A recent innovationto avoidthis
problem, whichhasalso the advantageof significantly reducing the total
computationalrequirements, is to replace the correlation matrix by a ma-
trix W(t), called the error transition matrix. TheW(t) matrix has the pro-
perty

E(t) =W(t) W(t)T (III-23)

andthus, in a sense, is the squareroot of the correlation matrix. If needed,
the correlation matrix may bedetermined as the product of the matrix W(t)
andits transpose, thereby guaranteeingit to beat least positive semi-defi-
nite.

Extrapolation of the matrix W(t) is madeby direct numerical integration
of the differential equation

(o i)dW = W (III-24)

dt G(t) O

where G(t) is the three-dimensional gravity gradient matrix. The matrices

I and 0 are the three-dimensional identity and zero matrices, respectively.

Ifthe W matrix is partitioned as

W --

_l _-2 .... _6 )
d¢o I d_2 de° 6

dt dt dt

(III-25)

then the extrapolation may be accomplished by successively integrating the

vector differential equations

d 2
_. = G(t) _. i = 1, 2 ..... 6 (III-26)

dt 2 --1 -1

The G(t) matrix for translunar and transearth flight is readily shown

to be

_E

G(t)- r5v(t) [3rEv(t )rEV(t) T-

_M [+ --ff----2U,., 3rMv(t) rMv(t)T -
rMv(t)

2 (t) I]rEV

r Mv(t) I
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C°

so that the differential equations for the __i(t) vectors are simply

_--i = 3 _ -
dt2 _ EV(t)" ¢0i(t) iEv(t) __i(t)

+ ,,. PM . _ _i(t_
r3v(t} {3[iMv(t)__i(t_jiMV (t)

(III-27)

i= 1,2 ..... 6

The Weighting Vector

By algebraically combining the W matrix, the b vector and a mean-
2 .

squared apriori estimation error a m the measurement, there are pro-

duced a weighting vector w and the step change to be made in the error tran-

sition matrix to reflect the changes in the uncertainties in the estimated

quantities as a result of the measurement. The weighting vector w has six

components and is determined so that the observational data is utilized in

a statistically optimum manner. The required calculation is given as a flow

diagram in Fig. III-5.

The computation may be conveniently organized in terms of the vector

partitions of the W matrix as given in Eq. (IYI-25). If w 1 and w 2 are the

three-dimensional upper and lower partitions of the weighting vector, then

we have

do.}.

= ___i • b + --xzi -- 1 --* b 2 i=1,2 ..... 6
dt

6
q

a + z i
i= 1

6

Wl = _ zi _i
i=l

6

w 2 = z i --
dt

i=l

Finally, the navigation parameters are updated according to

(III-28)

j,k..
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D.

rpv +-wl 6q --" rpv

Vpv+ w 2 6q -_ Vpv

_--i- 7 z i w 1 -" w.

dw. d_.

- 7 zi_w2 -*
dt dt

i= 1,2 .... 6

(III-29)

where

7 = 1

1

Numerical Integration

The extrapolation of navigation parameters requires the solution of

seven second order vector differential equations, specifically Eqs. (III-12)

and (III-27). These are all special cases of the form

(III-30)

in which the right hand side is a function of the independent variable and

time only. NystrUm's method (6) is particularly well-suited to this form and

gi_es an integration method of fourth order accuracy. The second order

system is written as

d d
y = z -- z = f (y)

dt dt

and the formulae are summarized below

:_n+l = Z n + ¢-(Yn) At

(III-31)

Zn+l=--nZ +__h (yn) At

¢ (yn) = z + 1 (k 1
-- --n 6 --

_h(Zn ) = 1 (k 1 +4k2

+ 2k2) At

+k 3) (III-32)

k I = f (yn)

k2 : f (Yn

k 3 : f (Zn

+1 z At +1 kl (At)2)
2 --n 8

+ z at + 1 k2 (At)2)
--n 2
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For efficient useof computer storage aswel] as computingtime the com-
putationsshouldbeperformed in the following order.

i. Equation(Ill-12) is solvedusingthe Nystr_m formulae (III-32). The
position of the sunandmoonare required at times tn, tn + I] 2 At,

t n + At to be used in the evaluation of the vectorsk 1, k 2, k 3 respec-

tively. It is necessary to preserve the values of the vectors rEV and

rEM at these times for use in the solution of Eq. (III-27).

2. Equations (III-27) are solved one set at a time using formulae (III-32)

together with the values of rEV and rEM which resulted from the first

step.

Many of the advantages of the recursive navigation method are now readily appar-

ent. Although linear techniques are still employed, it has been possible to remove any

dependence on a reference or pre-computed orbit. Within the framework of a single

computational algorithm, measurement data from any source may be incorporated se-

quentially as obtained. Sensitive numerical computations, such as the inversion of ma-

trices, are avoided.

PARAMETER ESTIMATION

The coasting flight navigation procedure just outlined is capable of generalization

to include the estimation of quantities in addition to position and velocity by the simple

expedient of increasing the dimension of the state vector beyond six. For example, one

might wish to estimate biases or cross-correlations in the optical or radar instruments,

the frequency of a satellite-borne doppler source, or even astronomical quantities such

as distances and gravitational constants.

MEASUREMENT SCHEDULE

For effective application of this navigation method, an efficient observation sched-

ule should be prepared. An elementary procedure, which has been found to be quite ef-

fective for this purpose, is described in reference (5}. At each of a number of discrete

times, appropriately spaced along the flight path, that measurement is selected, from

a variety of possible observations, which would result in the greatest reduction in mean-

squared position uncertainty at the destination. In order to control the number of mea-

surements and prevent an unnecessarily lengthy schedule, a measurement is required

to produce a significant reduction in the potential miss distance or it will not be made.

The simple strategy described above, in which only currently available informa-

tion is exploited, does not, of course, insure an optimum schedule since the uncertain-

ties in position and velocity at the target clearly depend on the entire measurement

schedule. A method of improving a measurement schedule iteratively, employing an

adjoint of the correlation matrix, has been developed. The technique has been shown
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to converge always to essentially the same schedule starting from a variety of nominal

measurement schedules. A numerical example, reported by Denham and Speyer (7},

gives a minimum rms uncertainty in position at the terminal point which is 10 per cent

less than the value obtained using the more elementary method.
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Chapter III-3

POWERED-FLIGHT GUIDANCE

The task of providing steering commands, frequently called guidance, separates

naturally into two categories m major and minor maneuvers. Launch into parking orbit,

transfer to lunar or interplanetary orbit, insertion into orbit, and landing are all ex-

amples of major thrusting maneuvers and differ markedly from the minor orbit changes

typified by mid-course velocity corrections. In either case, the guidance problem is

always a boundary value problem subject to a variety of constraints of which fuel con-

servation, vehicle maneuverability, and time are examples.

Explicit solutions to the problem of guidance during periods of major thrusting

require relatively complex calculations to be performed in flight on a time-critical

basis. Considering the modest size and capabilities of vehicle-borne computers, con-

trasted with the more familiar commercial machines, the design of feasible explicit

methods presents a considerable challenge. Several of the more promising guidance

techniques currently under development are compared in this chapter.

ADAPTIVE GUIDANCE MODE

The guidance method developed at Marshall Space Flight Center for the Saturn

rocket and termed the Adaptive Guidance Mode (8) is conceptually simple and easily

described. The form of the guidance and cut-off equations is invariant with changing

missions and vehicles and, therefore, is in accord with the requirements of a unified

method. However, significantly large quantities of ground computations are required

to determine certain coefficients needed in the mechanization.

The vector values of position and velocity, the scalar magnitude of thrust accel-

eration and time are updated continuously during powered flight. At each instant the

present values of these quantities may be considered as initial conditions for the re-

mainder of the flight. Ideally, one would determine the optimum trajectory from pre-

sent conditions to desired terminal conditions and command a thrust direction from this

optimum solution. This is, of course, impractical so that the techniques of the calculus

of variations are employed to generate a volume of expected trajectories for specific

vehicles and missions. Numerical curve fitting methods are employed to obtain satis-

factory series solutions for the guidance and cut-off commands.
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A functional diagram for the Saturn guidance system is shown in Fig. III-6. Dur-

ing flight the thrust acceleration magnitude is computed approximately once per second

by differentiating the outputs of the integrating aceelerometers and taking the square

root of the sum of the squares of the resulting derivatives. Guidance and cut-off com-

mands are computed as polynomial functions of position, velocity, thrust acceleration

and time at intervals of approximately one second. During the burning of the first stage

of Saturn, the guidance program is obtained as a polynomial expansion in time only be-

cause of structural and control problems.

The chief difficultywith the Adaptive Guidance Mode is determining the best meth-

od of representing the volume of expected trajectories which provide minimum fuel con-

sumption. The required number of terms in the polynomials to obtain acceptable ae-

euraey has been found to vary from 40 to 60 depending on the mission.

VELOCITY- TO-BE-GAINED METHODS

Conic orbits can be exploited to advantage in solving many guidance problems.

For those major orbital transfer maneuvers whieh can be aeeomplished conceptually by

a single impulsive velocity change, an instantaneous velocity-to-be-gained vector based

on conic orbits can often be defined and the vehicle steered to null this vector.

Refer to Fig. III-7 and let a vector v be defined, corresponding to the present
--r

vehicle location r, as the instantaneous velocity required to satisfy a set of stated mis-
m

sion objeetives. The velocity difference v between v and the present vehicle velocity
-g -r

v is then the instantaneous velocity-to-be-gained.

Two convenient guidance laws are immediately apparent which will assure that all

three components of the vector v are simultaneously driven to zero. First, we may
-g

orient the vehicle to align the thrust acceleration vector aT with the direetion of the

velocity-to-be-gained vector. Alternatively, since a convenient expression can be de-

veloped for the time rate of change of the Vg vector, we may direct the vector a T to

cause the vector _ to be parallel to v and oppositely directed. If the thrust aeeeler-
-g --g

ation magnitude is not sufficiently large itmay not be possible to align the vector v
--g

with its derivative. However, with typical chemical rockets for which the burning time

is relatively short, no difficulty has been encountered with this guidance logic.

A combination of these two techniques leads to a highly efficient steering law which

compares favorably with calculus of variations optimum solutions!9)The scalar mixing

parameter %,is chosen empirically to maximize fuel economy during the maneuver. A

constant value of 7 is usually sufficient for a particular mission phase; however, if re-

quired, itmay be allowed to vary as a function of some convenient system variable.
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A functional diagram illustrating the computation of the error signal required for

control purposes is shown in Fig. III-8. The position, velocity and gravitation vectors

are computed from the outputs of integrating accelerometers as described earlier in the

section on navigation. The required impulsive velocity needed to achieve mission ob-

jectives is determined as a function of the position vector and used to calculate the

velocity-to-be-gained. Numerical differentiation of the required velocity vector and the

accelerometer outputs, using values stored from the previous sample time, provides

two important ingredients of the error signals. When properly scaled, the system out-

put is a vector rate of command whose magnitude is proportional to the small angular

differences between the actual and commanded thrust acceleration vectors and whose

direction defines the direction of vehicle rotation required to null the error. Near the

end of the maneuver, when the velocity-to-be-gained is small, cross-product steering

is terminated, the vehicle holds a constant attitude and engine cut-off is made on the

basis of the magnitude of the v g vector.

This guidance technique is being considered for steering the Apollo Command

Module during the following mission phases: (1) translunar injection which refers to

the process of transfer from earth parking orbit to a trajectory linking earth and moon;

(2) transfer from a hyperbolic approach trajectory to a circular orbit of the moon; and

(3) transearth injection or transfer from a lunar orbit to an earth-bound trajectory.

For each of these maneuvers, the required impulsive velocity is as follows:

A. Transtunar Injection

The required velocity for translunar injection is defined as that velocity,

at the present position, that will place the vehicle on a conic passing through

a specified time. Specifically, this velocity vector v r is calculated from

v __ ?E' [A{_ic +ir) +B{_i c _ ir)] (III-33)
_r

_4 z

where

j 1

A--+ 1 1
s - c 2a

B= sgn(tm_t) J!- __i'
2a

In these formulae, c is the linear distance from the present position r to the

target position r_T; s is the semi-perimeter of the triangle formed by the

vectors r and rT; a is the semimajor axis of the conic; t is the time of flight;

and t m is the time to fly the minimum energy path from r to rT. The choice
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B°

C°

of upper or lower sign in the expression for A is made according as the

transfer angle is less than or greater than 180 °, respectively.

The target point is actually offset by a calibrated amount from the de-

sired position to account for gravitational perturbations. To simplify the

computational load the fixed time requirement is readily approximated by

holding constant the semimajor axis of the conic at a pre-determined value.

Circular Orbit Insertion

To guide a vehicle into a circular orbit of the moon by a rocket braking

maneuver initiated on an approach trajectory, the vector v may be de--r
fined as that velocity impulse required at the present position to circularize

the orbit in a specified plane. If r is the position vector of the vehicle re-

lative to the moon and i is the unit normal to the desired orbit plane, then-n

v =ff-_ (i r X in)--r
(III-34)

The shape and orientation of the final orbit is controlled by this means

but direct control of the orbital radius is not possible. However, there is

an empirical relationship between the final radius and the pericenter of the

approach trajectory, so that a desired radius can be established by an ap-

propriate selection of the approach orbit.

Transearth Injection

In the vicinity of the moon the spacecraft trajectory is very nearly hyper-

bolic. Therefore, the required velocity for transearth injection from lunar

orbit may be conveniently defined by the magnitude v and direction i of
OO --0O

the asympotic velocity v . Thus

V
00

v - [(D + i) i + (D - I) ir] (III-35)
-r 2 --oo -

where
1

/ 4.M
D = / 1+

j 2(1+i • i 2r voo -r -

The direction in space that the thrust vector should be oriented at the be-

ginning of a powered flight maneuver is determined from the equation

a T = 7_P+ (q-_g'i 7_P)_gi (III-36)

where i is a unit vector in the direction of the v vector and
--g --g
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q aT2 2+

The quantities v and p are both continuous functions through the ignition
--g

point and, thus, their computation can be started to align the vehiele initially

prior to the firing of the engine.

TERMINAL STATE VECTOR CONTROL

The explicit technique just discussed is workable ifit is possible, at thrust termi-

nation, to define the required velocity as a function of position and thereby eliminate

the need for position control. On the other hand, when burn-out position and velocity

are independently specified, an alternate guidance method, based on an explicit solution

of the powered flightdynamics, is frequently applicable (I0). As examples, consider

the problems of insertion of a vehiele into a circular orbit at a pre-specified altitude

which lies in a prescribed plane, soft-landing a vehicle on the surface of the moon and

orbital rendezvous.

The guidance computations, needed for solving explicitly the more general bound-

ary value problem, involve a determination of the time remaining before thrust termi-

nation. For fixed thrust rocket problems, the termination time is calculated cyclically

by an iteration process in such a manner as to control the final velocity along one co-

ordinate axis. As a part of the caleulation, the effeetive exhaust velocity of the rocket

engine, based on a mathematical model of the engine performance, is needed.

When the vehicle is propelled by a controllable thrust engine, the magnitude of

the thrust acceleration can be commanded to cause burn-out to occur at a pre-specified

terminal time. In this ease, the time-to-go is a trivial calculation. Prior to thrust

initiation, the thrust termination time is chosen according to criteria which depend on

the particular guidance problem. For orbital rendezvous, the time and desired termi-

nal position and velocity are chosen from a knowledge of the target vehicle ephemeris.

For a lunar landing, the terminal time is selected to maximize the initialthrust accel-

eration.

The development of an explicit steering equation for a controllable thrust engine,

which will guide a vehicle to a desired set of terminal conditions, is based on the solu-

tion to the following simple variational problem. Let itbe required to find the accel-

eration program a(t), which will minimize the functional

tD
J = _ a(_-) 2 d_" (III-37)

":t
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where t is present time andtD is the desired terminal time.
eration influencing the vehicle motion, then

If a(t) is the total accel-

dr dv
-- = v --_ = a(t)
dt -- dt -

(III-38)

subject to the boundary conditions

r(t) = r r_(t D) : r D

v_(t)= v v(tD) : v D

(III-39)

This minimization problem is readily solved using the calculus of variations. By

introducing the two vector Lagrange multipliers _ and _ we may combine Eqs. (III-37)

and (III-38) in the form

f
a_(T)T a(T) + k_T _T

J = d--t - + - d T

for which the Euler-Lagrange equations are found to be

cl nT +)iT= 0 (III-40)
dt -- --

-2a(t) T+n T = 0

The solution of Eqs. (IH-40) yields

a_{t) = Cl +c2 t

and the constants of integration c 1 and c 2 are chosen to satisfy the boundary conditions

(III-39). The final result is simply

a(t) = 4 6
_ _ (vD - v) + t---2- [r__D - (r + v D tgo) ]

go go

where

tg o = t D - t

is the time-to-go before termination.
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In a guidance maneuver the total acceleration a(t) is the sum of thrust acceleration

aT(t) and gravity g(r). If the gravity vector were a constant, then the exact solution to

the guidance problem would be

4 6

aT- t (v D- v) +_ [r_D - (r +v Dtgo) ] -_g (III-41)
go go

In problems of practicalinterest, the vector _g is not constant and the integral=

square criterion of Eq. (III-37) is not appropriate for fuel minimization. However, it

happens that Eq. (Ill=41) does provide a nearly optimum steer law for a wide variety of

problems.

Figure III-9 illustrates the guidance computations required to achieve a given

terminal position and velocity at a specified time with a throttleable rocket engine.

From the navigation system the present position, velocity, gravitational acceleration

and time are determined and the direction and magnitude of the thrust acceleration to

be commanded are calculated. As the terminal conditions are approached, time-to-go

approaches zero and the computation clearly becomes unstable. The singularity is

readily avoided, with only slight loss in potential performance, by holding time=to-go

constant in the guidance expression when it is less than a pre-assigned amount. Engine

cut-off can then be commanded when the actual time=to-go reaches zero.
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Chapter III-4

MID-COURSE GUIDANCE

LINEARIZED GUIDANCE THEORY

Techniques of guidance and navigation of a spacecraft in interplanetary or cislunar

space are often based on the method of linearized perturbations. The approach is to lin-

earize the equations of motion by a series expansion about a nominal or reference orbit

in which only first-order terms are retained. The resulting equations are far simpler

and superposition techniques, as well as all of the powerful tools of linear analysis,

may be exploited to obtain solutions to a wide variety of navigation and guidance pro-

blem.

Consider, for example, the guidance problem illustrated in Fig. HI-10. A vehicle

is launched into orbit at time t L and moves under the influence of one or more gravity

fields to reach a target point at time tA. Let r0(t n) and v0(tn) be the position and velo-

city vectors at time t n for a vehicle traveling along a reference path connecting the

initial and final points. Because of errors, the true position and velocity vectors r(t n)

and V(tn) will deviate from the associated reference quantities. If the deviations from

the reference path are always small, so that linearization techniques are applicable, the

velocity correction AV_Vn_may be computed as a linear combination of the position and

velocity deviations. The three-dimensional matrix Cn$ is the matrix of partial deriv-

atives, with respect to the components of r_ of the components of the velocity vector v*

required to reach the target from position r.

For these calculations to remain valid it is, of course, necessary to restrict the

magnitude of the deviations from the corresponding nominal values. Another disadvan-

tage of the method is that all possible times of velocity corrections must be anticipated

and associated values of the C* matrix stored in the guidance computer. Also to provide

an adequate launch window, a family of reference trajectories is mandatory and the guid-

ance computer storage requirements rapidly become excessive using this approach.

EXPLICIT TECHNIQUES

The quantity of stored data required for mid-course guidance maneuvers can be

markedly reduced if explicit techniques are employed using conic arcs suitably modified
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to account for small non-central force field effects. Both fixed and variable-time-of-

arrival velocity corrections can be calculated and the procedures will be illustrated by

two specific examples.

Fixed-Time-of-Arrival Guidance - Because of initial errors arising from a failure

to inject the spacecraft in an appropriate trajectory to the moon, a velocity correction

is frequently required after a few hours of coasting flight. During the post-injection

phase, an accurate determination of the vehicle's orbit is made using navigation tech-

niques as previously discussed. An intermediate target pointr T is selected as the

position on the lunar sphere of influence through which the reference vehicle would pass

at the reference time.

Refer to Fig. III-11 and let r and v be the position and velocity estimates of the

vehicle at the time a correction is to be made. Using the trajectory integration routine,

which is a part of the coast phase navigation program, the position of the vehicle is ex-

trapolated to determine the point r T' at which the spacecraft would be found at the tar-

get reference time if no corrective action were taken. By calculating the conic arc

connecting the position vectors r and r T' in the same time interval, the conic velocity

vector _cl at r is determined. The difference between the conic velocity and the vehi-

cle's actual velocity is a good measure of the effect of lunar and solar perturbations.

A second conic arc connecting the vehicle position vector r and the desired target point

r T produces the conic velocity vector v 2. If this velocity is corrected for the effect

of perturbations, the velocity necessary to reach the desired target from position r is

obtained. Thus, an excellent approximation to the required velocity correction is just

the difference between the two conic velocities. The computation may, of course, be

repeated iteratively to achieve any desired degree of convergence. However, in prac-

tice, one computation cycle is usually sufficient.

Fixed-time-of-arrival guidance may be summarized as follows:

A. The conic velocity required at r to arrive at r T' is calculated from

J ' jPE[2 - yC(y}]_E[2 - xC(x)] (--ic -ir} + (--ic + i-r}
Vcl= sgn ( 2 _ x) 4s 4{s :

(III-42}

where PE is the gravitational constant of the earth, i r is a unit vector in the

direction of r, i c is a unit vector in the direction of r T' - r, and s is the semi-

perimeter of the triangle formed by r and rT'. The quantities x and y are

determined as the roots of the equations
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3/2 3/2

At=[C--_x)] S(x)+ s - c[ C-'_y)] S(y)
(III-43)

sC(y) = (s - c)x C(x)

B.

C°

where At is the time difference between the reference time of arrival and

present time. The special transcendental functions S and C are defined

in Eqs. (IH-II). The choice of the upper and lower signs in Eqs. (IH-42)

and (III-43) is made according to whether the angle between r and r T' is

less than or greater than 180 degrees, respectively.

The conic velocity Vc2 for attaining r T is computed by repeating step A

with r T substituted for rT'.

The estimated velocity correction is then given by

&v = Vc2 - Vcl (III-44)

Variable-Time-of-Arrival Guidance - When a velocity correction is made in the

vicinity of the moon, the arrival time at perilune may be allowed to vary thereby re-

ducing substantially the required velocity correction as well as the terminal velocity

deviation from its nominal value. Specifically, let the desired terminal conditions at

the moon be a specified altitude at perilune and a fixed plane in which the perilune vec-

tor is to lie. Again, as shown in Fig. III-12, the trajectory is extrapolated forward in

time to locate the perilune vector r ' which would result in the absence of a velocity-p
correction. A conic arc with r ' as perilune and connecting the position vector r is

--p

then determined to obtain a measure of the gravitational perturbation. The desired

perilune vector r is calculated from r ' by scaling its length to correspond to the re-
--p --p

quired perilune distance and then rotating it into the required plane while keeping the

central angle 0 fixed. A second conic arc with r as perilune is calculated and the
-p

difference between the two conic velocities again provides an excellent approximation

to the necessary velocity correction.

Theoretically, the desired plane should not be fixed in space, but should rotate

with the moon. However, the change in perilune arrival time combined with the moon's

own rotation leads to terminal deviations which are smaller than the navigation uncer-

tainties. Hence, it is sufficiently accurate to aim for a fixed plane when approaching

perilune.
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Perilune guidancemaybe summarizedas follows:

A° T/he conic velocity Vcl required at r to attain pericenter at r ' is corn-- --p

puted from

[ trp ( 1 cos 0 )i r (III-45)

Vcl r rp' sin 0 p .j --

where 0 is the angle between r and rp', and p, the parameter of the conic,

is given by

B°

r r ' (1 - cos O)
p = P (III-46)

r ' - r cos O
P

The pericenter vector r ' is rotated into the desired plane and scaled to
-p

the desired length r by means of
P

r = r [ 41 + _] cos 0' UNIT(inX i r) + _inX (_inX ir) ] (III-47)--P p -- _ _

where

cos 0

1 - (_in - i1_2

The unit vector i is normal to the desired plane in the direction of the
--n

angular momentum vector.

C°

Do

The conic velocity v c2' required to attain pericenter at rp, is then cal-
culated by repeating step A with r in place of r '.

-p -p

The magnitude of the required velocity correction may be further re-

duced be noting that there is a direction along which a velocity change

may be made without altering the altitude at pericenter. If the component

of velocity correction along this insensitive direction is deducted from the

total correction, the effect will be simply a small rotation of the perilune

vector r . This insensitive direction is computed from
-p

- -rp r -n

where i is a unit vector in the direction of r .
--r --pP

(III-48)
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E° The estimated velocity correction is then given by the component of the vec-

tor Vc2 - Vcl in the plane perpendicular toi D and is calculated from

Av = (Vc2 - Vcl) - iD, (Vc2 _ Vcl)iD (III-49)

During transearth flight it is not sufficient to aim for a fixed plane when making a

velocity correction to the vicinity of the earth. The desired terminal conditions are a

vacuum perigee distance (which is equivalent to an entry angle) and a landing site fixed

to the earth. This type of velocity correction, called perigee guidance, is an extension

of perilune guidance with the plane determined so that the spacecraft will be directed to

the desired landing site.

Inherent in perigee guidance is a timing problem which necessitates taking into

account the correction to be made in estimating the time of arrival at perigee. The

change in perigee time due to a correction that alters the perigee distance from r ' to
P

rp is given by the emperically determined formula kr (rp' - rp), where k has been found
experimentally to be 16 × 10 -10 hr/mi 2. A simple calculation shows that a velocity

correction, which is made at the lunar sphere of influence (about 200, 000 miles from

the earth) and which changes the perigee distance by 500 miles, alters the perigee ar-

rival time by nearly ten minutes.

Let 5tp be the estimated deviation in perigee arrival time in hours, _i L a unit

vector in the direction of the landing site at the nominal time of arrival, and O 0 the

nominal angle from perigee toi L . Assuming that the spacecraft travels on the average

at circular orbital speed during e0try, the deviation in the angle through which the earth

rotates is given by

a - a 0
5A = _ 5tp +_ (IH-50)

12 16

where a is the actual angle from perigee to the landing site. When the earth rotates

through an angle 5A, the landing site changes from I_L0" to_i L according to

_iL=

cos 5A -sin 5A 0

sin 5A cos 5A 0

0 0 1

The angle a satisfies

iL0 (III-51)

cos -1 (i r" fL ) - 0

Ot =

27r - cos -1 (i r, iL) - 0

(III-52)
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where the choice of the first or second equation is made according to whether the angle

betweeni r and i L is greater or less than 180 degrees, respectively. The desired plane

is then determined by the initial position r and the landing site vector i L calculated from

Eqs. (III-50), (III-51) and (III-52).

If the spacecraft trajectory was, indeed planar, the steps outlined in the discus-

sion of perilune guidance would be adequate for calculating the velocity correction.

Unfortunately, the non-planar characteristics are sufficiently pronounced that an addi-

tional step is required before the perilune guidance technique can be applied.

In Fig. Ill-13 is represented, schematically, and edge-wise view of the trajectory

problem in which a planar path appears as a straight line. The unmodified perilune
TT

guidance method would cause the vehicle to head for a landing site ati L instead oft L.

_ ', the position the' is projected ahead to i LTo counteract this effect, the vector r p

spacecraft would achieve on an uncorrected trajectory at the time the target landing site

is ati L. Then a false perigee position rp , in the plane determined by r and_i L , is
!

used in place of rp .

Perigee guidance may be summarized as follows:

A. The estimated change in time of arrival at perigee is calculated from

= (rp ') (III-53)5tp 5tp' + kr - rp

B.

C.

where 5 t ' is the deviation in perigee time obtained in the extrapolation of
P

r and v to perigee r '.
_ -- --p

The position of the desired landing site is found by solving the transcendental

equations (III-50), (III-51) and (III-52) fort L and _.

The unit veetor_i L' is calculated from

D.

_i L' =_i r cos _ +--vi sin_ (III-54)
P P

where i and i are unit vectors in the directions of the position and velo-

-rp --Vp

city vectors at r '.
--p

The false perigee vector is located using Eq. (III-47) with the substitutions

+ UNIT (i
--r

')-_ i
)< --iL --n

r ' * r
p P

r ' -_ r
--p --p

III-48
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E. The unit vector normal to the desired plane is computed from

i = +UNIT:.{i r× iL }.--n

F. The remaining calculations are exactly as outlined in steps A through E for

perilune guidance. In the determination of the vector i in steps D and--n

E above, the upper or lower sign is selected according to whether the angle

between -ri and eitheri L' or_i L, whichever is relevant, is greater or less

than 180 degrees, respectively.

OPTIMUM GUIDANCE POLICIES

In an effort to compensate for initial errors by means of a mid-course velocity

correction, new errors will inevitably be made which must again be corrected. The

problem of determining when and how to perform impulsive corrections to a spacecraft

orbit can be classified as a multistage decision process. Various guidance policies

have been proposed and the new mathematical techniques of dynamic programming and

steepest ascent optimization theory have been used with some success in an attempt to

formulate an optimum policy. Several useful guidance policies are described and com-

pared by Curkendall and Pfeiffer (11} in a recent paper.

As with all applications of dynamic programming techniques, the computational

requirements are extensive and rapidly become impractical as the dimension of the pro-

blem increases. The results obtained by Arcon (12) and Orford (13) using this approach

have been rather limited and numerical examples are restricted to problems of only

one or two dimensions rather than six.

Denham and Speyer (7) have formulated a method of improving a velocity correc-

tion schedule iteratively using steepest ascent techniques in a manner similar to that

mentioned earlier for optimizing measurement schedules. No numerical results are

yet available.

Unfortunately, the Monte Carlo approach to the determination of velocity-correc-

tion times remains the most practical method. The lack of mathematical elegance and

an over-abundance of computer usage time, which characterize this technique, are,

nevertheless, balanced by the capability of utilizing a realistic, rather than an over-

simplified, mathematical model.
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